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When I was asked whether I would be in 
favour of having a year-book printed at the 
school, I answered that this task should be 
taken on only after full consideration of the 
· tremendous labour involved, and only if the 
supervising teachers and their staff were 
confident that they could produce a superior 
publication, void of silly trivials that you find 
in so many year-books, and could make it a 
mirror of a school that strives hard for 
excellence in all its activities. 
I am in my third year as principal of 
this school. These have been happy years for 
me, because they have been successful. With 
the kind of staff Essex has, it could not be 
any other way. My association with our 
teachers has been a most gratifying exper-
ience. Their enthusiasm in the advancement 
of intellectual, spiritual and physical growth 
of our boys and girls is heart-warming. They 
have the confidence and co-operation of our 
youth. The result is order, achievement and 
happiness. But it is dangerous to sit back 
now and wait for progress to rain from the 
blue sky. It would be dangerous for the School 
Board too to relax in the face of the con -
struction by the Federal and Provincial 
Government of a building that cost $1,500,000 
at the time, when a small sacrifice of a very 
:J/ie Principal 
W. E. Franke 
few dollars per tax-payer, not rriore than one-
tenth of a man's spending on cigarettes, would 
mean the difference between stagnation and 
vigorous educational policy. It would be equal -
ly dangerous for a pupil who has reached 
acceptable standards in his academic record 
to let things go and hope it will stay that way. 
Goethe says, "He who always strives in all his 
endeavours, shall be saved." Work andprog-
ress make life worthwhile. A school, like any 
other organization that was set up to foster 
cultural achievements and the enjoyment of 
cultural values, is dead when it ceases to 
develop. It must always remain a place for 
fermentation of new ideas. It must have a 
Board that has vision, a staff that has know-
how and dedication, and pupils who are willing 
to fill four of five years of their lives with 
constant effort so that they derive the full 
benefit from all the painstaking labour and 
love that their parents and teachers spend on 
them in running this complicated and ex-
pensive school. 
May this year-book remind you in the 
future of a year in your school life of which 
you can be proud. May it release pleasant 
memories when you show it to your children 
and grandchildren. 
By the time the 1964-65 edition of 
the Argus reaches you our school year 
will be drawing to a close. Let us evaluate 
the year carefully. We must watch a 
tendency to evaluate in terms of bigger 
schools and expanded programmes. This 
year has been a success only if pupils 
have developed bothmentally and morally. 
To instil a love of learning and a sense 
of personal integrity in all pupils must 
be the goal of our school, and our success 
can be measured only in these terms. 
You must remember that the re-
quirements for success in school are 
unchanging. No matter what changes have 
been made in facilities and programmes, 
hard work on the part of each pupil 
is still a necessity. Only by diligent 
effort will you realize your potentialities 
and receive the rewards which come 
from a job well done. 
Measuring your achievements by 
these standards, we can truly say that you 
have had a successful year. 
K. C. McDonald. 
Vice-Principal 
OFFICE STAFF: Miss Martel, Miss Fowler, Mrs. Vicary 
3 
4 
BACK ROW : Mr. Delaney, Mr. Pindera, Mr. Hill, 
Mr. Conlin, Mr. Boughner, Mr. Webb, Mr. Crane, 
Mr. Meloche, Mr. De Paoli, Mr. Monk, Mr. Wiebe, 
Mr. Pastovich , Mr. Harrison, Mr. Murray, Mr. 
Monteith, Mr. Klinck, Mr. Bernath, Mr. Wilson, 
Mr. Palmer, Mr. Wachhaus SECOND ROW : Mr. 
Mersereau Mr. Krayacich, Mr. Simone Mr. 
Masterson,' Mr. Purcell, Mr. Hoffman, Mr. Hutton, 
Mr. Gyurcsik, Mr. Mainprize, Mr. LeClair, Mrs. 
The mural i ·. the main hall at the Essex 
District High School depicts the activities 
of the three br anches: Arts and Science 
Business and Commer ce, and Science, Tech~ 
nology and Tr ades. In the centre a boy and 
a gir l are shown on graduation, standing in 
front of the main entrance of our school. 
Burrell, Mr. Bracken, Mr. Garinger, Mr. Heenan, 
Mr. Pattison, Mr. Little, Mr. Charrett.e1 Mr . Morgan, Mr. Powell, Mr. Spicer FRONT ROW: Miss Clements, 
Miss McIntosh, Miss Keane, Miss Brandon, Miss 
Mitchell Miss Bondy.i. Miss Robinson, Miss Hays, 
Mr. McDonald, Mr. t<ranke, Miss Wicary , Mi ss 
Comartin, Miss Brown, Mrs. Molinari, Miss Whittle, 
Mrs. Franke 
The artist Mr. Sergio De Paoli, a gra-
duate of the Ontar io College of Art, after 
months of discussing theme, sketching, pho-
tographing, composing and r ecomposing 
finally finished the painting in the summer of 
1963. 
' i 
BACK ROW: S. Santo J r ., E. Strickland, B. Neice, C. W. Osborne, W. R. Lefevre, H. Newman F RONT ROW: C. A. 
Mitchell, Dr . C. A. Benson, W. T . Brown, J. G. Bedford ABSENT : T. F. Hooker 
Because we desire every student attending the Essex District High School to have the 
opportunity of a meaningful education, we have endeavoured to provide the ve ry best 
facilities and a well trainea staff. 
Our educational facilities represent an investment in you the students and can be 
justified only if you take full advantage of the wonderful opportunity to receive the training 
that will enrich your live s and increase your happiness. 
The members of the Essex District High School Board wish you a happy, challenging 
and successful year at our school. 
W. T. Brown, 
Chairman of the Essex District 




"He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed often 
and loved much; who has enjoyed the respect of intelligent men 
and the love of little children; ... who has left the world better 
than he found it, ... who has never lacked appreciation of earth's 
beauty or failed to express it; who has always looked for the best 
in others and given them the best he had; whose life was an in-
spiration; whose memory a benediction." 
Perhaps your definition of success differs greatly from Bessie 
Anderson Stanley's widely acclaimed quotation. Each individual 
has his own conception of the word. While one thinks that success 
is attaining a certain social status, another may think that it is a-
chieving a set goal after years of hard work. I believe that the 
successful man is the one who is contented, both within himself 
and with the world around him. Whatever produces this content-
ment, be it progressing independently towards a personal goal, or 
putting self aside for others, is to that man, success. 
In our school years, we should strive for a certain success in 
our studies. The opportunities for mental growth are limitless. 
Too many peuple believe that this expansion is confined to the classroom but are there not in-
tellectual stimuli all around us? The inquiring mind knows no boundaries; the true thirst for 
knowledge knows no permanent satisfaction. But each new awareness is an added measure of 
personal success. 
To many this book represents a small amount of success. The individual editors and their 
staffs deserve much gratitude for their zeal and hard work. Thanks also to several others not 
associated with the Argus: to Glen Teskey for his last-minute candid shots, to Linda Bruner for 
her assistance on the graduation captions, and to Mr. DePaoli for his cover design. Two very 
energetic and enthusiastic people deserve much more than a simple thank you. However, en-
compassing all that is possible in those words, let me say thank you to Miss Mitchell and Miss 
Brandon for myself and the staff. 
In spite of the work involved (and the occasional headache), we have enjoyed compiling this 
year's memories for you - pleasant reading! 
BACK ROW: Miss Mitchell, Joe Bedford (Sports), 
Gail Gordey (Art), Brian Lampert (Photography), Vickie 
Stockwell (Sports), Dave Libby (Advertising) , Miss 
Brandon FRONT ROW: Cathy St. Pierre (Business 
Connie Birch 
Editor 
Manager) , Rose-Anne St. Louis (Secretary), Theresa 
O'Neil (Activities). Connie Birch (Editor), Sue O'Neil 
















Doug and Beetle 
Bailey should take 
heed: "Do not 
give dalliance, 
Too much rein." 
MELVIN 
HUTCHINSON 
His chief desire 
is to leave the 
study of Algebra 
for the pursuit of 
midday sociologic 
studies with Greg. 
LINDA 
BRUNER 
"You may have to 
live in a crowd, 
but you do not have 
to live like it, nor 








Happiness is a 
train to Stratford. 
WAYNE HYLAND 
"A 4- H man who 
recommends the 
Rock Island Line." 
ELAINE CLINE 
"C-O-N-C-E- N-
T-R-A-T- 1-0 - N 
is her game-and 
she knows all the 
rules." 
HOPE ENNS 
"But, Sir, I dis-
agree." 
WILLIAM GAY 
Master of the 
sheepish grin. 
GRANT JONES 
"V i r sapit q u i 
pauca loquitur. " 
He is a wise man 










panies this picture 
is a direct re-
production of one 




Waste not lunch 
Hours. "The 
proper study of 
mankind is man." 
ANN KEELY 











numbers are but 
few." 
MARY MADEN 
"The mirror of an 
courtesy." 
JAMES OSBORNE 
"Life's a pleasant 
institution, Let us 









"To resist him 
that is set i.n 
authority is ev.il." 
LYNN MOYES 
Aptly describes 
Mr. Harrison 's 
movie "spectacu-
lars" as "corny". 
Please pardon the 
pun. 
JAMES PARKER 
"Silent I ponder." 
MARILYN 
KOBELSKY 
"A damsel with a 
dulcimer / In a 








When she smiles, 
mischief is 
brewing. And the 





ceed Ann Landers 








Constant she is 




The ready, willing 
and able servant 
of Responsibility. 
ROBERT REEU 
"One of Nature's 
Gentlemen," Bob 














He is likely to 




"Blushing is the 
colour of virtue. 11 
DARWIN 
ROUNDING 
A n extremely 
thirsty scholar 





Lively, quick, and 
right jolly. 
ARNOLD SWEET 




An outspoken lad 
who frustrates 
teachers strange-




Our Junior Red 
Cross "volunteer" 





11 Libertyof thought 
is the life of the 
soul." 
LYNN WHITE 
Femmininity ' s 
child. 
LARRY SIEFKER 
11 A r me d in hon-
esty" he declined 
to respond to a 
question in Botany 
for this simple 




To the peasants in 
his midst he mur-
murs, II r You 
blocks, you stones 
you worse than 




sponsive foil for 
Oarwin's humour. 
i 
"God gave us two ends to use: 
We sit on one, with the other we muse; 
Success depends on which one you use 
Heads you win; tails you lose!" 
I think this success formula sums up very well the manner in which we had to overcome our 
inertia in order to succeed in high school. And we were successful. We accomplished what we 
set out to do, and we have very much to be grateful for tonight. There is not just the fact that we 
have completed one phase oflifeandarenow able to begin another. We must appreciate the warmth, 
the friendship, the leadership, and the guidance that we have been given; we must appreciate the 
knowledge, the experience and the wisdom that we have been able to accumulate during our school 
years. 
Now that high school is a thing of our past, we need to a~just to the new form of life we are 
entering. We are no longer the children or the teenagers of the community; we belong to the 
adult group. At present, we are the young adults, more or less apprentices in the adult w or 1 d. 
Someday we will bf- the "masters", the "craftsmen", and to us the children, teenagers, and ap-
prentices will look, just as we look now for guidance and example to those older than ourselves. 
Therefore we have to strive to become good adults who will be able to provide excellent ex-
amples. 
We have to look, observe and copy only what is best. Let us prove ourselves capable and 
comprehending enough to become as good as, if not better than, some one person whom we re -
spect and admire more than anyone else. We can not expect to have a fine character handed to 
each of us on a silver platter - we have to make an effort to become better people , better human 
beings. 
There is much need for leadership, training, finances, work, and mental power in the struggle 
to continue a free world and a free Canada. 
Each one of us must try to maintain what freedom we have, what goodness there exists, and 
we must try to contribute a bit more goodness. 
Many people have already worked hard to provide us with success and happiness. Our parents 
worked hard; our principals and vice-principals worked hard. 
We thank you. 
Now we must work hard. 
Geraldine O'Neil 
A second feature of the 1964 Graduation Exercises was the talk given by Dr. J . Gwyne-Timothy , 
Professor of History at the University of Western Ontario. Dr. Gwyne-Timothy refreshingly di-
rected his remarks towards the graduates as Canadians. 
The conclusion of the programme was marked by the always impressive recessional of the 
graduating class and award winners. 
l l 

BACK ROW: Barry Elford, Patrick Mullin, 
Jim McFarlane, Richard Sweet, Stuart 
Aylesworth, Gerald Prosser, Howard 
Coneybeare, Gary Bain, Donald Pastorius, Tim 
Robson SECOND ROW: Charles Foster, 
Dave Ginter, Maureen Wolt.e., Margaret Haas, 
Mary Lou Neelsi..Nancy l ytgat\?hirley 
Ducharme, Ann rergusoI?,. Tom Managhan, 
M:r, Palmer FIRST ROw: Maureen Boyd, 
Kathy Farough, Margaret Chauvin, Barbara 
Ferguso!11 Carolyn Horn, Jeanine Marentette, Gloria McGuire, Joy Benoi~ Yvette Rivait 
AE3SENT: Bonnie Scott, Ross i:,arlow 
9_A 
BACK ROW: Percy Rounding, Brian Cowan, 
Allan Bennett, Jim Boeckner, Larry Breault, 
Hans Haverkamp, Larry Layson:.. Bill Bellaire, 
Ken Bechard Ross Bishop St:.COND ROW: 
Ejay ~een, Lynn Garvey, Helen Knight, Debbie 
Kettels, Susan Slote, Karen Klrkm8J!i June 
LeBlanc, Jim Frith, Miss Brandon t- RONT 
ROW: Carlene Esping, Linda Dallimore, Linda 
Heyrman, Ann Burling,Helen Eyraud, Margaret 
Collins, Gloria Doan, Su~an D!llot, Connie 
Hermann 
BACK ROW: Robert Pierce, Larry Brindley, 
Earl Granti Robert Hanley , David Shuttleworth, 
Raymond i...emming, Robert St. Louis, Greg 
Watsonj Greg DeVreker, Robin Groves, Graham 
Hope::., im Goegebeur, Grant Stevenson, "Blair 
Banks, Barry Burstyn SECOND ROW:Carol 
Hope, Reita Maedel, Linda Newman, Bonnie 
Boose, Valerie La Framboise, Christine Wall, 
Mary Niece, Claudette Caza, Gloria Flood, 
Kathy Hazzard.,_ Norma Ganderton,Mr. 
Mersereau FKONT ROW: Moir a Axcell, 
Margaret Ivanisko, Melba Wallace, Andrea 
Renaud, Beverley Squire Peg Neurert, Nancy 




BACK ROW: Sandra Sexton, Bonnie Phillips, 
Ruth Greaves, Wnda Robinson, Judy Moore, 
Pat Smith, Linda Quinlan! Susan Meloche, 
Carol Bieber, l,,Quise Buh er, Carol Moore 
SECOND ROW: Shirley Roundlnit Ba1i!: Price, 
Suzanne Lucier • .shella..l)Qug].aa. eleoennedy, 
Suzanne Raymont, Connie Stockwell, Shirley 
Wolanyk, Connie Lm:ier, Ann Simard, Carolyn 
Gee FRONT ROW: Pauline St. Louis, Janet 
Plulmers Carol Ferguson, Mabel Gagnon, 
Pauline Gagnon, Suzanne Beneteaul Pamela 
Manion, Ann Holinworth, Becky Shi son, Mr. 
Hill 
BACK ROW: Pat Meloche, Clarence Beneteau, 
Michael Rena*f: Arthur Quick R 1 chard Ljgf e& Gor on Moore, Robert ;;1:i,ama.~· 
Solenutb Dennis Neels, B r 1 
Robinson SE ONO ROW: t:Jancie O'Halloran, 
Faye Vetor, Marlyn Brown,. Peggy Meloche, 
Sandra Durocher, Bonnie ttull Linda Iler, 
Beaule Yaoderbelde, Barbara Wharf Janice 
Burns; Miss Hays FRONT ROW: e~di 
Ukrainec, Susan Phillips, Ru~ Krug, ro 
Marrlsao, Katherine Sheply,amela Sexton, 
Sandra Shepley, Gay Argue, Pierlna Rainelli, 
Diane Hamlin, Linda Knight 
92) 
BACK ROW: Richard Van Eel)OQ Robert 
Skidmore, Robert Zivanov, Ron McBeth,2. Bill 
Shain Ron Matlack Paff] Rupert urian 
Mulcaster, Jim Howe: ErlcaylorSECOND 
ROW: Carol Valade, Janet Tuite Ann Weller, 
Maxine Lachance, Nancy Merrit,t1 Linda Lumby, Pat Brazil Cathy Price, Mr. Wachhaus 
FRONT ROW: Luise VonFlotow,CathyLeroux, 
Darlene Wagner, Marilyn Kettlewell, Carolyn 
Ramsay, Judy O'Neil, Arlene Koehler, Susan 




BACK ROW: Gordon Martin, Frank Lepain, 
Michael Brushett, Wayne Shepleyf Dan Gould, 
Bob Cunningham, David Barnewal , Tom Gray, 
'Bob Garrett SECOND "ROW: Elaine Mailloux, 
Mona Rock, Elisabeth De Waal, Susan Elford, 
Linda Kendrick, Donna Snider, Bonnie Battersby 
FRONT ROW: Sheila St. Louis, Carol Sim, 
Kathleen Hedge, Lorna Robert
1
.~inda Tremblaycl 
Norma Laframooise, Sherry weaver, Rosalin 
Stickwood TEACHER: Miss Keane 
9C 
BACK ROW: Brad Bertram, Bill Pringle, 
Robert Eyraud, Terry Trimmer, Ted Prossercl 
Malcolm Jewell, Raymond Walsh, Raymon 
Renaudt.Stan Reeb, SECOND ROW: Nan Bulley, 
Lynda Holden, Vickie Amonite, Joan Langis, 
Maxine Brookes, Madeline Deleersnyder, Linda 
O'Neil FRONT ROW: Peggy Large, Sheila Kirtg, 
Bonnie Newman, Linda Kettle, Karen Noble, 
Karen Griffin, Susan Dicker, Cathy McLean 
TEACHER Mr. Powell 
Of, 02, 03 
BACK ROW: Tom Cohoe, Richard Baylis, Larry 
Bacon, Robert Grayer, Clare Hamlin !&m._ 
:\;cafferty, Ken Stephens. Jim Younga boug1as 
Stiers, Douglas Bracken (;er a r a C _ rr ~re, 
Robert Baylis Mr. Wilson SECOND OW: 
Mr. Leclair, Clark Richard~n, Bob Galloway, 
~ L~kin, A~t Barnett, aniel O'Halloran 
--·- d1UM· tewart Gibbons, Wayne Walpole 
FR NT: Juliette Langis, Linda Hart, 
Miss Clements, Mr. Simone, Sheila Vollans, 
Barbara Bondy, Linda Lesperance 
15 
16 
BACK ROW: Jeff Wright, Joe Couture, Garry 
Flewelling, Robert Carr, Gary Morrison, Qoug 
~ SECOND ROW: Norman Renaud, Glen 
Miller, Robert Wallace, Jim Keeley.\, Richard 
Ruston, Norman Mills, FRONT RO'vv : Larry 
McCarthy, Qayfd Hed2:e, Roger Scratch, Richard 
Watson, Bilj KJ;)ehl~r. Gerald Smith, Jerry 
Miller ABSENT: Nick Heioz TEACHER: Mr. 
Krayacich · 
BACK ROW: Brian Tilley, Charles Neuert, 
Brad Selwood, Tom Collings! Lloyd Heil, Terry 
Eagle SECOND ROW: Bil Matlack, Dale 
Washbrook, Grant Copeland, Doug Rocheleau 
Tim McAuiffe, Jim Croft, Philip Grayce FRONT 
ROW: John Herbert, Leo Lafleur Ed Grondin, 
Wayne Pidgeon, Michael Lepine, Barry Reaume, 
Terry Shura, Ron Colombe 
BACK ROW: Douglas Maedel, Robert 
Englebrecht, Char le s H ~bert Dona le 
Baillargeo:t'. David Knapr, oss l.evy, Jim 
Paquette S COND ROW: arry Lawrence, Ron 
Mulcaster, Lloyi Knight, Michael Trepanier, 
Antoine Lajoie, obert Stewart FRONT ROW: 
.Rob.ere McGuiry Patrick Daniher. Luke Mailloux 
Robert Pillon, arry Gi~ac, Hoger Thibodeau, 
Robert Wilson, Richard rouillard TEACHER: 
Mr. Webb 
,oB 
BACK ROW: Glen Hooker
6
Tim Mf.Gub;e, °frg 
t1ote , Tom Boeckner, avid E dridge m 
ean, Richard St. Louis, Tom Bain SECOND 
ROW: Mike Libby, Martin Jerome, Bill 
Chambers Jane Stitt, Dorothy Zivanov,Bob 
Bryde~ Mike Markham,., John~eb, Mrs. Franke 
FRON1 ROW: Debby ::itowe, Lynda Meloche, 
Veronica Dickerson, Sue Leitch,Jo~Anne Moore, 
Sandra Balind, Bonnle Stockwell, Mona Boer 
10.A 
BACK ROW: Harold Bellamy, Keith Meloche, 
Richard Malott, Wesley Flood, Don Denver, 
Richard Vicary Ron Sadler , Raymond Kigar, 
BUI McMullen, SECONDROW: Julie Ann Seguin, 
Karen Andrews, Nancy -Maedel, Gwen Reeb, 
Isabella Helbich, Mary Ann Rosaforte, Miss 
Wicary, FRONT ROW: Irene Chouinard, 
Elizabeth Laforet, Cheryl Damm, Elaine Cook, 
Suzanne Pelchat, Judy Mahon, Heide Haas, 
ABSENT: Cornell Forden. 
10C1, 10:J, 
BACK ROW: Lloyd Billingsley, George Nikita, 
Bill Dresse~1 Eat Langan, Gerald Lebert, SECOND ROvv: Mr. Spicer, Doug Banfill, Bob 
Brown:, Becky Stevenson, Mary Ann Westmaas, 
Miss McIntosh FRONT ROW: Susan Weston, 
Linda Tennant, Nancy Stevenson, Sheila Prince 
Terry Cronmiller Diane Bulmer, Dianne 




BACK ROW: ~ug Queen, B\f.fn Kauf~ann, 
m Field Artweet, Barryelaire\ .Ell.W.J.2 
v Desmarais Richard GullicK;-:Jofin 
Langan, Don auzon SECOND ROW: Kathy 
Robinson.,_,Cloria Smith,. Galdina Crevatin, Vickie 
Layson, J.J1ane Martin, Lynne Mule aster, Eileen 
Morley, Barbara Ruston, Joy Armstong, Kathy 
Meloche, Marabelle Tapping, Karen Boose, Mr. 
Monk FRONT ROW: Colleen Wallace,Evelyne 
Jackson, Doris Holden, Ronna Humphries, 
Barbara Grainger, Linda Gammon, Susan 
Simpson, Margaret Rollo, Marlene Holden, Pat 
Davison 
BACK ROW: Shirley Stacey, Linda Stroud, 
Sharon Adams, Dorothy Doan, Betty Graham, 
Kathy Tllden, Nancy Batten, Monica Hlll, Donna 
Barlow! Shella Wood, Sheila Cullen, Yvonne 
Kette s SECOND ROW: Dorothy Gunning, 
Florence Rivest, Jeannette Hamlin, Susanne 
Morrison, Josephine St. Louis, Jean Benai 
Elizabeth Wallace, Sandra Mathews, Ga i 
Hickmott, Barbara Scott, Mrs. Burr e 11 
FRONT ROW: Janis Rounding, Donna Miller, 
Suzanne Wilson, W 11 ma Giboons Shirley 
Brookes Linda Wright, Mary Lou Roath, 
Ursula Bechard, Linda Dupuis, Donna Carder 
102) 
BACK ROW: ~teve Ivanisko Harry Boer, Stan 
Griffin, Andy iefker • .Um Co)jins Mike La pain, 
Art ~itchell SECOND ROW: Ed B1,.1:ill.og. John 
Maa uis, John Bunn, Tom Lauzon, Milton 
Zivanov, John McWilliam, Gene Gemmell, &m 
Rurraws, Alan Queen, GeorgeMcKim FRONT 
ROW: Frank Se~estyen Jeannine GagnonkLaura 
Martin, Jayne totts, Mr. Harrison at h y 
McCarthy, Ella~ Jo Chevalier, Charles Wambeke 
t 
BACK ROW: Tom Ruston, Ward Northage, 
Mr. Klinck, Nick Jewell SECOND ROW: lilll 
Burrows, Bradley Krtight, George O'Neil, Jim 
Scratch, Keith Miller, Bryan Fowler ..i.. Ron 
Talbot FRONT ROW: Peter Siefker, ~
.lleL La1trc ~llE:~, Jerry Newman, Virgi~ 
THchard c los ey, Rick Weatherbie ' 
IOG 
BACK ROW: Ken McLean, Ron Dewhirst, Qml( 
011cbarroe Jim Boose, ~I«!~ ~arby~ . . alWl.. 
Co]enutt B'Aan W$,aver. ~aviountECOND 
ROW: Dick rerr *Aerman Posma John Dutot 
Mr. Garinger, George Dawson Lorne 4weaVer: 
Richard Howso'ti FRONT ROW: Carol Lester, 
Karen Pauss, at Libby, Susan Newman, Pat 
Blackburn, Joanne Large, Ginna Lee Brown, 
Kathie Henderson ABSENT: David Thibodeau 
BACK ROW: Doug Lypps, Ray White, Zweris 
Merkestyn, Vaughn Hartley, Robert Daws» 
1:1.iw, SECOND ROW: Rick Farough A e 
Wei~e Paul Gignac Tom Gee, Wayne Os orne, 
Jimolenutt, FRONT ROW: Charlie Armstrong, 
David Scratch, Terry McCracken, Jim Dell, 
Pete McCracken, Tom 8 r i n a comb e, 
1
ureg 




BACK ROW: Ron McCloskey Kelly Kirkman, 
Joe Bedford, W1tine Millei;:,. john McFarlane, 
ferry Mi ))fa S COND ROw :CaronStitzinger, 
Marsha Sadler. Mr. Meloche.,_ Ruth Ann Boos, 
Jane VanderVect FRON1 ROW: Frances 
St. Pierre, Martha Sadler, Joyce Ukrainec, 
Cheryl Brush, Rose- Anne St. Louis , Bonnie 
Goegebeur 
BACK ROW: David Washbrook, Bill Robinson, 
Robert Vagi, David Johnson, Wayne Qpcharme, 
Bill Borland SECOND ROW: Goverd Balvert, 
Paul Ward George Fox, Keith Wharf, Morley 
Stephens, George Seaborne, VincentChordash, 
Robin Farough FRONT ROW : ff ob~tt 
MacKenzie, Jim Gerard, Bernard Colin~ o 
Cowan, David Grondin, Jack Pereira, tlrian 
Shepley ABSENT: Russell Banfill TEACHER: 
Mr. Wiebe 
,,B 
BACK ROW: Don Crowder, Rick Kellington, 
Matt Bol Wayne Pye, Dave Libby.., Robert 
Walker, Robert McKelvie , KeithMacKenzie, 
egan Lamper.CJ Jim MacKenzie, SECOND 
R W: Susan Moover, Peggy Reeb, Doreen 
Seabourne, J aine Whit lock, Mary Ramsay, 
Cathy Fo_x,, Donna Jobin, Alma Kennette, Susan 
Linton, Mr. Pattison FRONT ROW : Donna 
Mockett, Angela Gagnon, · Cis<;:o Maden , 
Marjorie Ruston, Ann Tulett, Barbara Eyraud, 
Helen Skidmore, Judy Lambier, Made 1 in e 




BACK ROW: Phil Raes, Larry MitcheH, Iim 
£U.c.b. Larry Birch George Marshall, Doug 
Gammonk Bernard Eyraud...t. Ie:r;~ Robert s1 Dennis osokowskv., SECuND R W: Russel 
Cook, Nancy Brinacombe, Kathy Scott Diane 
Bruner, Eloise Steels, Susan Calhoun, Claire 
Caza, Richard Pretli, Mr. Monteith FRONT 
ROW:Madelyn Barr.,_ Carolyn Bruner, Francine 
Lachance, Janet .t'adbury, Joyce Purvis, 
Lorraine Nicholson, Brenda Smith, Frances 
Meloche 
,,c 
BACK ROW: Bob Batten, Robert Shaw. Wilfred 
Bondy, Mr. Pastovitch, Fred Numan, Creg Shea, 
~rian Cunnin~ham SECOND ROW: Nancy 
hartier, Normahepley, Sharon Jariett, Carol 
Stickwood, Elaine Dunn Jean Meloche, Linda 
Rounding, Janet Copeland, Mary Ann Trepanier, 
Ann Dent FRONT ROW: Monica Bradt, Vivie 
Lemming, Nancy Buhler, Sherry Harvey, Angela 
Blackburn, Ursula Lachine. Sandra Lesperance, 
Janet Teskey, Joan Hall 
IIG 
BACK ROW: Dale Clarkson, Scott Clare, Ken 
Higginbottom, ~~e B~~olomew, Ed Valenciuk 
Jim Jewell, 8 t] on, Murray Chevalier, 
Allen Walls, I ,oroe Pascarl11s SECOND ROW: 
Bob Fournier, Sherry Francottie, Jill McLean, 
Rose Lebert, Sharon Shuttleworth
1 
Ken Gough, 
Mr. Masterson FRONT ROW: Heatner Simpson, 
Chris Smith, Katherine Russell, Marg Clare, 
Evelyn Maelbrancke, Roberta Pritchard, 
Josephine Czop, Linda Morrison ABSENT: 




BACK ROW: Paul Langlols, Garnet Mulcaster, 
Donald DeLaurler, Gerard Telller, W 1111 am 
Jobln, Daniel Beun, Mr. Gyurcsik SECOND 
ROW: Rlchard Renaud, Henry Neumillerd ~g 
~ Wayne Roath, Brian LaBombar , n 
KifuTIIn, Charles Taylor FRONT ROW: Dave 
Brlndley, Casey Balvert, Larry Renaud, Clare 
Hartley., Frank SeabomD"' Dennis Shanahan, 
Rlchara Kelly ABSENT:Wayne Bauer, John 
Johnson 
,,:J 
BACK ROW: Jim Ruston,Rlchard Taylor, Randy 
Scratch, Wayne Ruston, Ron Pr pi c h, Paul 
Dallimore, Bob Alllson FRONT ROW : Trudy 
Colllns, Sharon Steed, Janet Stevenson, Judy 
Stowe, Dorothy Miller TEACHER Mr. Morgan 
BACK ROW: Gord Shuttleworth, Steve Leill, 
Steve Knight, Henry Armstrong, Karl Kessel, 
Mr. Bernath FRONT ROW: Doug Hazael Greg 
Townsend, Keith Brown, Ron Standop ABSENT: 
Robert Souchereau, Frank Seitz, Doug Mills 
12.A 
BACK ROW: Andy Blackburn, Mark Zivanov, 
Tom Hard);
1 
Charles Jessop, Tom Swee~ George 
Bedford Marry Merkestyn, Brian vreaves, 
John Robinson SECOND ROW: Carol Lucier ,Jean 
Levy, Judy Gould, Theresa O'nell, Suzanne 
Kettels, Madeline Bellmore'- Joy Johnston, Judy 
Dicker, Miss Mitchell, FKONT ROW: Linda 
Talbot, Donna Montgomery, Sharon MacDonald, 
Ann Cowan, Lynn Botham, Pat Galloway, Sue 
Managhan, Janie Lefevre, Cathy St. Pierre 
SC 
BACK ROW: Carol Kisser,SandraReeb, Shirley 
Bedal, Nancy Gurbin, Joe Garant, Roger 
Putman, Linda Howie, Pat Burden,. Karen 
Farough Elaine Knight SECOND RO\v: Mary 
Louise Baltzer, Joy Morton, Ernestine Reidl, 
Janice Reese, Janet Orton, Frances Seitz, 




Donna Pigeon FRONT R W: Carol Stiers, 
Linda Walker, Gail Vincent, Jo Ann Allison, 
Jo Ann Grondin, Linda Hernandez, Marlene 
Moore, Barbara Libby, Jo Ann Totten ABSENT: 
Mary Ann Dunn, Helen Gartner, Diana Shilson 
BACK ROW: Glen Tesky, Rick Cloutier, Richard 
Gurbin, ~ llkrajnec_ Ted Welch, Ted 
Tofflemire~ lare Renaud, Mr. Char re tt e 
SECOND ROW: Gladys Wass, Sue O'Neil Joan 
Ferguson,,_ Jean Kennedy, Connie Birch, Mickey 
Zakow, ;:,haron Fitch, Nancy Stewart, Linda 
Ferguson.i. Nettie Golowaychuk, Marion Baltzer 
FRONT KOW: Jean McKim, Dolores Horbaty, 
Diane Myrtl~ Barb Garrett, Joan Haggin.~, Barb 






BACK ROW: Glenn 6.dams, John Boyer, Wayne 
Izsak, Bob Henderson, Davy Hayman, w 
Mulcaster, Jim Elliott, Dale Steed, Q.ily 
Tessier John Gerard SECOND ROW: Linda 
Baldwin, Pat Brockman~arvek Martel, l2fil,_!Q 
Dawson, Gary Ruston, Hab jrk, Ron Suclds 
Cynthia Kennedy.z. Vickie Stockwell, Mr. Bracken 
FRONT ROW: i:.laine Plant, Margaret Rajki, 
Rose-Marie Durocher, Linda MacKenzie, 
Maureen Fysh, Lois Sweet, Mary Hayman, 
Shirley Martin, Beth Calhoun 
12C, 12:J 






harmeJ, : a~efa ~oeh~r, MMr
1
. Lhittl~RGOaNry 
er, ac a , n, on e oc e 1"' T 
ROW: Gerry Rocheleau, Linda Taylor. Car O 1 
Quinlan, Margaret Ellis, Mr. Boughner, Linda 
Armstrong, Marie St. Louis, Elaine Kettle, 
David Piper 
12G 
BACK ROW: Rick Barnette, Ken Miller, Terry 
Washbrook, Bob Croft, Joe Gerard..t. Bob Kettels 
Bob Rupert" Rick Housto& Murray l;urtis, Terry 
Stockwell .::,ECOND RO : Jim Butcher, Alan 
McLean Bob ·weston, Howard DeWitt John 
Martin, 'sob McKim,Frank Fekec~,, Jim Lumby 
Mr. Crane FRONT ROW: Ted Kniffen, Jack 
Zuiderveep
1 
Gail Gordey, Mary Cade, Linda 
Chauvin, Margot Stockwell, Pat Lefebvre ,J;u:,t,l;;l' 




S tudenl6 ' Council 
BACK ROW: Doug Hazael, Brian C~nningham, Robert McKelvie, Nick Jewell, 
Gerald Lebert, Qoyz Francottie, Bo Rupert, ,oh~ ~~,f.· Joe Bedford, Tom 
Boeckner, Glen Deline, Urn Colljns, Jeff Wright, )Ja n [ er, John Mcfarlane, 
Terry Mj]ler FOURTH ROW: Jim Howe, Eric Colenutt, Alan Queen, Howard 
Coneybeare, Andy Blackburn, Virgi l Switb, Rick Cloutier, Mike Trepanier, Ken 
McLean, Richard Malott, Terry Roberts, l;!arald Bellamy, Mr. Charrette THrmr 
ROW: Lorna Roberts, Jo Anne Large, Jaine Whitlock, June LeBlanc, Joyce 
Ukrainec, Eileen Morley, Connie Birch, Debbie McLennan, Josephine Czop, 
Sharon Fitch, Claudette Caza, Kathy Hazzard, Di8 - Mvrtle SECOND ROW: Linda 
Walker, Lorraine Nicholson, Margot Stockwell · "";:, -i-hompson, Susan Weston, 
Ann Ferguson, Marlyn Brown. Debbit. <:~owe, Jt''lnnine Gagnon, Cathy Flint, Lynn 
White, Janet Teskey, Julie Galipeau, Evelyn Jackson FRONT ROW: Trudy Collins, 
Dc.nna Mockett, Pauline Gagnon, Nancy Maedel, Janet Orton, Sue Linton, Peggy 
Ellis, Karen Farough, Donna Montgomery, Suzanne Morrison, Susan Wilson, Bonnie 
Newman ABSENT: Gary Tessier, Lois Sweet. 
'::>cience Cfut 
BACK ROW: John ~eeb, Tom Bain, Richard Malott, Raymond Kigar, John Mcfarlane 
(Vice-Pres.) , Mattol, Tjm Co)]ins (Sec.-Treas.), Kelly Kirkman, LgJe MpJca5rer, 
:Sob Bryden SECOND ROW: Andy Slefker, Jim McLean, Wesley Elaad, Ed Burling, 
Tom Lauzon, Harold Be))aroy, George McKim, John Bunn, Bao Bmto~, Alan Queen 
FRONT ROW: Ruth Greaves, Bonnie Phillips, Donna Mockett, Donna Ramsay, Mr. 
Harrison, Glen Teskey (Pres.) , Jalne Whitlock, Jane VanderVecht, Helen Kennedy, 
Suzanne Pelchat ABSENT: Eileen Morley, PhilSedgman, Art Mitchell, Steve lvanisko, 
Rick Gurbin, Wayne Miller, Theresa O'Neil, Ted Welch. 
· --" . 
ArguJ 
BACK ROW: Bick Cloutier, Dennis KPsakowsLrv, Larry Birch, Wesley Flood 
Wayne Mil~. Richard Mallot, Jim MacKenzie, Terry Ro~ns. Russell C~ 
FOURTH R W: Joyce Ukrainec, Joan Ferguson, Cheryl Brush, Ruth Ann Boos, 
Caron Seitzinger, Marsha Sadler, Diane Bruner, Nancy Stewart. Claire Caza. 
Barbara Kettlewell TI-ITRD ROW: Joy Johnston, Ann Cowan, Judy Gould, Mickey 
Zakow. Helen Skidmore, Martha Sadler, Diane Myrtle, Jane Lefevre. Sharon 
McDonald, Debbie McLennan, Donna Wojtala SECOND ROW: Miss Brandon, Jean 
McKim, Donna Ramsay, Joyce Purvis, Lorraine Nicholson, Jean Levy, Cathy 
Flint, Marion Baltzer, Gladys Wass, Carol Lucier, Miss Mitchell FRONT ROW: 
Gail Gordey, Vickie Stockwell, Rose-Anne St. Louis, Sue O'Neil, David Libby, 
Connie Birch, Sue O'Neil, Joe Bedford, Donna Montgomery, Linda Talbot, Cathy 
<:t. Pierre, Brian Lampert. 
BACK H.OW: Harold Bellamy, Richard Malott, Gary Bain, Howard Coney~ue, 
David Count, Glen Teskey, Howard DeWitt, Stuart Aylesworth, Ron Burrows 
(Treasurer) SECOND ROW: Miss Wicary, Dick Sw~et, JoAnne Moore, Ron 
Sadler, Ron Ducharme, Marlene Moore, Keith Meloche, David Ginter FRONT 
ROW: Jim McFarlane (Pres.) Mr. Wilson, JoAnne Grondin (Secretary) ABSENT: 
Terry Roberts, Sue Calhoun, Cornell Forden. 
27 
28 
BACK ROW: Mary Lou Roath, Maxine Brooks, Suzanne Morrison, Shirley Stacey, 
Ronald McBeth, Diane Myrtle, Jerry Prosser, Richard VanEenoo, David Ginter 
SECOND ROW: Gladys Wass, Marion Baltzer, Kathy McCarthy, Ella-jo Chevalier, 
Joanne Large, Nancy Stewart, Jayne Stotts, Sharon Fitch FRONT ROW: Howard 
Coneybeare, Jeannine Marentette, Joy Benoit, Kathy Farough, Mr. DePaoli, Nancy 
Tytgat, June LeBlanc, Debbie McLennan, Donna Wojtala, Mickey Zakow ABSENT: 
Ann Ferguson, Glen Deline 
(}lee Club 
BACK ROW: Marsha Sadler, Ruth Ann Boos, 
Diane Bruner, Caron Stitzinger, Jane Stitt, 
Janet Copeland, Ann Weller, Maureen Fysh, 
Peggy Reeb, Karen Farough, Evelyn Maelbranke, 
Mickey Zakow (Pres.), Sharon Fitch, Nancy 
Maedel, Ron Sudds, Alan Vincent, Jim Scratch, 
Jim Collins, Gerry Ci:iliit9rd, Lyle Mulcaster 
FOURTH ROW: Janice Rounding, Margaret 
Collins, Beverley Squires, Carolyn Horn, Cheryl 
Brush, Rose-Anne St. Louis, Jean Levy (Pianist), 
Nancy Gurbin (Sec.), Joanne Large, Conme 
Birch, John Bunn, Glen Teskey, Ron Doucharme, 
Stanley Griffin, David Libby, Mr. Masterson 
(Director) THIRD ROW: Janet Padbury, Ann 
Tullett, Trudy Collins, Helen Eyraud, Bonnie 
Goegebeur, Martha Sadler, Cathy Flint, Barb 
Garrett, Carol Stickwood, Veronica Meloche, 
Linda Newman, Jane Lefevre, Joy Johnston, 
James Parker, Bill Burrows, Glen Deline 
SECOND ROW: Jo Anne Allison, Rolande 
Fournier, June LeBlanc, Susan Newman, Linda 
Morrison, Suzanne Beneteau, Delores Horbaty, 
Gail Gordey, Beth Calhoun, Karen Pa us s, 
Richard St. Louis, Jim Osborne (Pres.), Scott 
-Clare FRONT ROW: Carol Lester, Connie 
Hermann, ~a Baiaelli, Naocy O'Halioran, 
Lynda Meloche, Carlene Esping, Carol Lucier, 
Connie Little, Rosemary Watts, Jeannine 
Gagnon, Donna Montgomery, Peggy Large 
ABSENT: Lois SwE!et. 
Band 
BACK ROW: Wilf Bondy, Art Quick, Tom Gray, John Hebert, Gord Martin, Mike 
Brushett, Doug Arnold, Allan Bennett, David Ginter, Bob Skidmore, Jim Howe, Dave 
Barnewall, Larry Birch SECOND ROW: Gerry Crisford, Sherry Weaver, Gloria Doan, 
Allan Queen, Ron Burrows, Charles Foster, Ann Ferguson, ce15ge O'Neil, Helen Skidmore, Ejay Queen, Gerald Smith, Frank Lepain, Russell Cook,ick Sweet, Virgil 
Smith, Ross Levy, Mr. Purcell THIRD ROW: Susan Elford, Ann \Veller, Helen Eyraud, 
Susan Slote, Susan Dutot, Carol Horn, Margaret Collins, Maureen Boyd, Linda O'Neil, 
Jim Frith. FRONT ROW: Marilyn Kettlewell, Mary LouNeels, Connie Hermann, Linda 
Dallimore, Joy Benoit, Ron Matlack, Ann Burling, Shirley Ducharme, Barb Ferguson, 
Linda Tremblay, Percy Rounding, Yvette Rivait, Nancy Tytgat, Linda Kettle, Arlene 
Koehler 
;})rama C fub 
BACK ROW: Mike Brushett, £oitT&!Jf:s, Jim Jewell, ~on ~abkirk, Joe Bedford, Jim 
Scratch, 8,jck c1gutier, Geor ' · Peter Siefker EC ND ROW: Martha Sadler, Lynn Botham, ayne Stotts, Ruth-Ann Boos, Rick Weatherbie, Richard Malott, Jim 
MacKenzie, Barrie Elford, Caron Stitzinger, .Berry I ou Robjn~[) Marlyn Brown, 
Donna Mockett FRONT ROW: Rose-Anne St. Louis, Donna Ramsay, ianne Goodburn, 





BACK ROW : Ann Ferguson, Caron Stitzinger, John McFarlane, Mr. Wiebe, Ted Welch, 
Sharon Steed, Kathy Hazzard. FRONT ROW : Linda Dallimore, Maureen Boyd, Eileen 
Morley (Vice-Pres:), Glen Teskey (Pres.), Joan Ferguson (Secretary), Lois Sweet, 
Cheryl Srush (Social Convenor). ABSENT: Judy Steed, Gien Deline, Judy O'Neil , 
Richard Howson, Linda Hernandez 
Commerciaf Cfub 
BACK ROW: Linda Howie, Marie St. Louis, 
Peggy Ellis , Linda Taylor, Nancy Cur bin, Pat 
Bur den, Karen Farough, Roger Putman, David 
P iper, Jerry Rocheleau, Carol Kisser , Elaine 
Knight, Sandra Reeb, Judy Ginter, Lind a 
Arms trong, Carol Paquette SECOND ROW : 
Louise Baltzer, Janice Reese, Helen Gartner, 
F r ancis Seitz , Janice Carri n gton, Sharon 
Mulcaster, Carolyn Chittle, Linda Hernandez, 
Janet Orton, Donna Pigeon F R ON T RO W: 
Marlene Moore, Jo-Anne Grondin, Ernestine 
Reid! , Carol Stiers , Linda Walker, Miss 
Robinson, Barbara Libby, Diana Shilson , Carol 
Quinlan, Elaine Kettle, JoAnn Totten ABSENT: 




Junior R eJ CrojJ 
BACK ROW: Chris Smith, Bonnie Stockwell, Rick Ruston, Gordon Shuttleworth, Walter 
Koehler, Raymond Lemming, Larry Mitchell, Casey Balvert, Norma Ganderton, J oAnn 
Totten SECOr D ROW : Joy Benoit, Laura Martin, Susan Meloche, Ann Weller, Jane 
VanderVecht, Joy Johnston, Susan Elford, Joy Armstrong, Cinna Lee Brown, Nancie 
O'Halloran FRONT ROW: Ann Burling, Joan Langis, Dianne Coodburn, Evelyn Jackson, 
Maureen Fysh, Jean Kennedy, Heidi Haas, Carol Quinlan 
Ar'Jazefle 
BACK ROW : Ron Burrows, Brian Lampert, 
Richard Malott , John Bover, Jim Collins, Don 
Habkirk, Glen Teskey , Charlie Wambeke, Brian 
Weaver, John Bunn SECOND ROW: Maureen 
Fysh, Linda Taylor, Barbara Ruston, Susan 
Elford, Eileen Morley, Nancy Maedel, Elisabeth 
De\Vaal, Susan Meloche, Marie St. Louis, Jean 
Meloche, Jeannine Cagnon, Julie Galipeau 
FRONT ROW: Connie Lucier, Bonnie Phillips, 
Lois Sweet, Mr. Garinger, Stanley Griffin, Sheila 





BACK ROW : Cynthia Kennedy Nancy Batten, RoseMarie Durocher, Theresa O'Neil, 
Sharon Steed, Cathy Fox, Suzanne Kettles, Ruth-Ann Boos, Caron Stitzinger, Joyce 
Ukrainec, Sharon Shuttleworth, Evelyn Maelbranke, Joy Johnston, Mary ,\nn Westmaas 
SECOND ROW: Richard Malott, Diane Bruner, Peggy Reeb, Linda MacKenzie, Lorrair.e 
Nicholson, Joyce Purvis, Barbara Kettlewell, Mary Ramsay, Ann Cowan, Sue Managhan, 
Carol Lucier, Marion Baltzer, Gladys Wass, Pat Galloway , David Dawson FRONT 
r.OW: Joan Ferguson, Jean McKim, Cathy St. Pierre, Barbara Thompaon, Susan 
Weston, Miss Hays, Sharon MacDonald, Dolores Horbaty, Donna Montgomery, Linda 
Talbot 
';J)ebaling Cfuh 
BACK ROW: Donna Montgomery, Cathy Fox, 
Susan Linton, Mr. Palmer, Jim Elliot, Dave 
Libby, Matt Bol, Brian Cowan LEFT FRONT: 
Cathy St. Pierre, Richard Malott, Hope Enns, 
Jim MacKenzie, Suzanne Pelchat, Brian 
Lampert, Wayne Miller RIGHT FRONT: Linda 
Talbot, Lois Sweet, Donna Mockett, Donna 
Ramsay, Connie Birch, David Dawson, Joe 
Bedford 
.JJonour~ Cfuh 
BACK ROW: Darwin Rounding, Matthew Bol, John Mcfarlane, Joseph Couture, 
Harry Boer, Kelvin Kirkman, Stanley Griffin FOURTH ROW: Eric Colenutt, Thomas 
Brinacombe, George Dawsor., Wesley Flood, David Eldridge, Charles Wambeke, 
Alan Queen, James llowe THIRD ROW: Susan Leitch, Karen Griffin, Susan O'Neil, 
Cheryl Brush, Rose-Anne St. Louis, Margaret Collins, Judith Ginter, Julie Seguin, 
Donna Mockett, Dianne Gooclburn, Sheila Prince SECOND ROW: Linda Dallimore, 
Gloria Doan, Helen Eyraud, Theresa O'Neil, Catherine Fox, Sharon Jariett, Barbara 
Thompson, Elizabeth Laforet, Deborah Stowe, Marjorie Ruston, Barbara Kettlewell, 
Cisco Maden, Mary Jane McCann FRONT ROW: Ernestine Reidl, Frances Seitz, 
Barbara Libby, Nancy Maedel, Carol Kisser, Mr. Franke, Linda Lum by, Jo Anne 
Totten, Catherine St. Pierre, Ann Ferguson. Heidi Haas, Jacqueline Osachuk. 
The Honours Club is a special club, un-
like .any other around the school; it holds no 
meetings and transacts no business. It is a 
relatively new club, started three years ago 
by Mr. Franke, as new principal, to salute 
those pupils obtaining seventy-five per cent 
or better on mid-year examinations. 
Shortly before Easter, the honour stu-
dents and their parents and the teachers meet 
at the Honour Club Banquet, each time spon-
sored by Sunbeam Bread. 
The 1963 membership offifty-threerose 
to fifty-eight in '64, and this year therewere 
fifty-one persons attaining honours standing. 
A new addition has come to the hallowed 
halls of Essex High this year: a group of 
paintings, copies of the great masters, 
liberally dot our walls. 
Renoir, Da Vinci, Van Gogh, Goya, Rem-
brandt, and many others, are represented. 
These excellent prints - for even our gener-
ous school board couldn't quite manage to 
buy the originals - have come to spread the 
word of the talent possessed by these artists. 
To some, a painting deserves just a quick 
glance, a moment's hesitation, before pas-
sing on to other more important activities. 
It is often forgotten that a painting is not 
We especially commend the following 
people who have been fellows in this. organ-
ization since its inception: John McFarlane, 
Rose-Anne St. Louis, Matthew Bol, Catherine 
Fox, Donna Mockett, Marjorie Ruston, 
Theresa O'Neil, Catherine St. Pierre, 
Barbara Kettlewell, Susan O'Neil, Darwin 
Rounding, Jacqueline Osachuk. 
In January of this year, as an added 
feature of the Club, Mr. Franke started the 
"Student of the Month" series to honour a 
pupil with high standing and diversified a-
chievement. 
just many splotches of paint thrown on a 
canvas. 
Careful examination w i 11 reveal the 
thought, the love that went out to create a 
masterpiece. If you achieve this insight 
you will meet a person's character and de-
votion, and understand the work's acclaim. 
As you pass the painting such as the 
"Mona Lisa" or "The Man with a Helmet", 
remember that to be prepared for the future, 
we must know of the past; to enjoy the 




Ro'iaf G:J:Jex Science A:J:Jocialion 
The Science Club has explored many interesting topics falling under the three main headings -
Biology, Physics, and Chemistry. All three of these sciences were employed in the reproduction 
of an animal cell. 
Much pride is taken in our achievements. Interesting topics are planned for the future in which 
we aspire to perfection. 
The Royal Essex Science Association visited the main buildings of the Harrow Research 
Station. Twenty students and three teachers made the trip. Entering the station, Mr. Harrison 
introduced the party to Dr. Weaver, head geneticist, who then took charge. At this point we were 
led into one of several green houses and were shown a plant sensitive co touch. Next we were 
shown a lead cylinder whicb contained cobalt 60 which emits gamma rays. 
From this green house the assemblage was taken into a room where we observed a decade 
counter and oscilloscope. Going into a second green house, we were shown how the reproductive 
ability of plants is measured. 
Or. Weaver directed the group into the base!11ent where the main research of the station is 
carried out. He showed several expensive pieces of equipment. 
Responding co a thank-you-for-the-tour, Or. Weaver remarked that he was glad to show to our 
group his work, since the students of to-day are the analysts of tomorrow. 
Many thanks are issued to all those who aided us in our endeavours , especially our staff ad-
visor and teachers who acted as guest lecturers. 
Argu:J - .9/,,e _ '{eeinq. G'le 
Came September 1964 and with it a group of energetic though inexperienced people. Every-
one was new at the job but this newness did not damper enthusiasm. The advertising committee 
had the earliest job - one that was well done. Merry Martha and Marsha Sadler sold :i;l60 worth -
the most ads for the book. Soon came organizing, writing, and compiling. Gladys Wass and the 
"after- hours section" of her typing staff - Lorraine Nicholson, Joyce Purvis, Claire Caza, 
Diane Bruner, Helen Skidmore and Jim MacKenzie were a great help in this task. Many a late-
labouring janitor pushed his broom in time to the ticking of the typewriters. 
Two very important people oversaw and guided all our accomplishments- -without Miss Mitchell 
and Miss Brandon this book would not have existed. P lodding on through thick and thin (that is 
sticky tape and han-dee clippers~ we parcelled off the final copy to the publisher. Much work is 
required to produce a year book, ancf we must hasten to applaud the horrendous undertaking so 
capably managed by Connie Birch, Sue O'Neil, and Dave Libby. 
"Cl..eclmalef" 
This new or~anization is an excellent means of relaxation and fun. I suppose not many have 
played chess, but in the club, one can learn this game of skill and brainwork. 
A great deal was accomplished. A crest, chess notation, and tournament with Harrow were 
of major concern. 
If you are looking for an enjoyable diversion, I advise you to think about membership. 
The Art Club was organized this year with Mr. De Paoli, an extremely talented man, as 
staff supervisor. Before entering the teaching profession, Mr. De Paoli was a commercial artist 
for fifteen years; a sample of his work can be seen in Windsor's Dieppe Village restaurant. 
Under his expert guidance the club has explored many fields of art including sculpturing, oil 
painting, and interior decorating. Our budding artists also created large murals for display 
throughout the school. Although the membership was small, those who participated profited, 
and other organizations will profit from their hew-found skills, 
(}fee Cfut 
An extremely active and accomplished group, the Glee Club performed often this year. 
After taking part in the Graduatior;, ;,ogramme, the choir moved further afield co sing at St. 
Mark's Church in Windsor, the I. 0. D. E. Hospital and Hotel Dieu Hospital. On Christmas Day, 
they presented an entire program;ne of festive music over C. U. S. P. radio. Later appear-
ances included those at the Brotherhood Club, the Holstein Club, and the Debating Club Banquet. 
Of couYse, the value of Mr. Masterson to this fellowship cannot be measured -- he is the 
prime mover, the organization man, the muse, the craftsman. To him goes our sincerest thank 
you. 
Future plans involve the recording of another album and the presentation of as much f ine 
music as possible. 
_A-ff :Jo<J-elher r/ow - One, :lwo, :}/,_,eef 
This year the band nas improved considerably under the excellent direction of Mr. Purcell. 
His boundless patience and vast musical experience have developed the group into a noteworthy 
organization. Under his superior direction the band participatea in the Remembrance Day pro-
gramme, the Christmas Carol service and our assembly for the Grosse Pointe students. Besides 
being an excellent director Mr. Purcell is a very capable teacher, for out of the forty members of 
the band approximately twenty- five had never played a musical instrument before last September. 
These students too deserve a word of praise for their diligence and keen interest. The band is 
a progressive O!'ganization wh~ch should continue to develop both in numbers and in quality, and with 
your support will indubitably achieve great ends. 
;}),ama Cfut 
This organization consisted of approximately thirty members - actors and crew - under the 
direction of Mr. Morgan. 
In December, they performed for a student assembly. The play was entitled "Reindeer on the 
Roof" and was a light satire on the extremes of Christmas decorations. 
In May they presented three one-act plays for an adult audience: "The Monkey's Paw" , an 
English Drama; "University Days", a comedy; and "The Terrible Meek", a religious drama. 
We are looking forward to another successful year. Students - Why Not Consider More Par-
ticipation? 
.Jn/er-Schoof Chri,lian :Jef fowJhip 
The purpose of every club in the school should oe to help make the school a better place and 
each student a better person because of its existence. This year I. S. C. F. has tried to fulfill 
this purpose, 
It has been a successful year with the emphasis on the meaning of Christianity. We found it 
to be a study of one man's life, death, and legacy - Jesus Christ, Thus, it fulfilled our pledge 
" to know Christ and to make him known". 
S ecrelarieJ 1JnlimiieJf f 
Next year you will probably see our "smiling" faces in some nearby office. All senior com-
mercial students participated in this extracurricular activity under the direction of Miss Robinson. 
Our assignments included the typing and duplicating of stencils and dittos, taking dictation, and 
doing any special work required by a teacher. Thus we have a better insight into the business 
field we are now approaching. 
35 
This year we have continued 
whom the club adopted last year. 
Junior ReJ C roJJ 
to send money for the support of the Korean orphan, Mon Soon, 
As a further service, we not only sell notebooks but also retrieve missing articles for a small 
fee. 
Each year we undertake a project -- this year we offered assistance to Sun Parlour School. 
Since it was in need of toys for the children, we bought and delivered them. 
Mrs. Molinari, our staff supervisor, deserves a great deal of credit for helping us organize 
our worth-while endeavours. 
"m I n " eel the f..,, reJJ 
This year a new act1v1ty was introduced to our school: a newspaper, the II Argazette11 • 
Although the paper was started late in the year, we feel it has become an essential part of 
the school and hope it continues to be in the future. This year the students' response to the 
paper has shown great enthusiasm and interest. 
The "Argazette11 not only reports the news but also lets the students express themselves and 
develop their writing ability. Through various interviews and special articles, a closer relation-
ship is made between teachers and students. The high quality of writing accomplished by the 
students presents a fine standard for our school. 
Even in its first year, you will agree, the 11Argazette" has been a great success. 
"5liere WI! Be no .JJomework ::bone !Jn .JJere!': 
Miss Hays is in charge of the activities of the thirty-five female and two male members of this 
worthwhile organization. 
The library club teaches its participants how to file and to use the card catalogue correctly, 
a vital asset to anyone going further in his formal education. The students also learn to maintain 
the books for the shelves , to choose the literature which is displayed, and to act as librarians , 
checking books in and out, morning, noon, and night. 
:1:Jet aling C/ut 
To-day extra- curricular activities play a vital role in our school life and will undoubtedly 
affect our future. To have the ability to think clearly and logically is a definite asset but to be 
able to think in an unbiased fashion is certainly an even nobler aim worth achieving in our biased 
society, This, in effect, is what the Debating Club is trying to achieve - clear logical and un-
biased thinking. This feat, when mastered , will certainly st::rve us well in later life. 
The Debating Club, although still in its infancy, is no less active for its youth. Our most 
recent project, the Book Blitz, has proven to be a great success. Through this endeavour we hope 
to offer worthwhile literature to the students while making a small profit for future excursions 
and projects . 
On Saturday, February 13, two teams from our Debating Club represented the school in our 
first excursion outside the school. Along with Mr. Palmer, our staff advisor, and club presi-
dent, Jim Elliot, debaters Linda Talbot and Lois Sweet of the II A" team, and Cathy St. Pierre 
and Richard Malott, the 11 B11 team, spent a most enjoyable and educational day at London's 
Oakridge Secondary School, contending with debaters from schools all over Ontario. The 11A" 
team met with some success, and while 11 8 11 did not win any debates , they received a few kind 
words from the judges. The scattered informal discussions at dinner were a pleasant relief 
from the formal rules during the day, and proved just as educational. The day, far from dis-
couraging us, gave us a goal to work for, and the drive home was full of discussion and plans. 
We were all tired, but in high spirits knowing we had third place standing - even if it was shared 
with about five other teams. 
QUEEN OF THE PROM, 1965 
JEAN LEVY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Levy, Ruthven. Her princesses 
were - Marion Baltzer, Cathy Flint, 
Sue O'Nei I and Lynn White 
Executive: Janet Orton (Corresponding Secre-
tary), Susan Linton (2nd Vice-President), Gary 
Tessier (President), Lois Sweet (1st Vice-Pres-
ident), Peggy Ellis (Treasurer), Karen Farough 
(Secretary), 
StuJenlJ ' Council 
Our representatives sought to provide it s e 1 e c-
torate with many benefits. It formed committees 
concerned with sports events, dances, and the con-
stitution. In conjunction with Mr. Charrette and Lois 
Sweet, the members planned excellent assemblies, 
our first Hootenanny, an inspiring Christmas Carol 
Service, and of course, four dances. 
The Hootenanny was an extremely successful in-
novation. It was preceded by a likewise novel basket-
ball game pitting "old timers" from the '50's and 
'60's against our skilful Senior Boys' team. In 
deference to these prospective patrons on the "more 
experienced" team, the score will remain unmentioned. 
Then came cider, young women, and song, the latter 
provided by such inimitable groups as the "Penniless 
Three'', the 11Farhouns11 -Karen and Beth, plus "Count 
Bedford and his Turkey Buzzards". 
Who did not enjoy swirling 'neath the red and 
white streamers of the "Winter Promenade"? Do 
you remember the furtive appearances of mistletoe 
and the candle-lit, cozy tables of the staff lounge? 
Such are our memories of that happy evening. 
February thirteenth did not prove an unlucky 
date for the organizers of the Valentine Dance. 
With George Bedford as Master of Ceremonies, the 
many couples survived two casualties in the audio 
department to discover better fortunes throughout 
the rest of a relaxing time. 
The highlight of the year's activities was the 
Spring Prom. Decorations revolved around a 
Hawaiian Luau theme and South Sea atmosphere, sup-
ported by the music of Bill Richardson and his 
orchestra. Climaxing the event was the crowning 
of the queen. 
A special assembly consisted of a return visit 
by the Royal Canadian Regimental Band. Their musi-
cal arrangements appealed to all tastes. And who can 
forget the "quiet young man" who so vividly performed 
"Jungle Fantasy" on his flute? Most educational was 
the portrayal of the development of an orchestra. 
But the high point came when our own music teacher, 
Mr. Purcell, former conductor of the fine band, 
picked up the baton to lead the "Quebec Fantasy". 
At the annual Remembrance Day Service, we 
were privileged to hear Mr. Palmer 's father, the 
Right Reverend J. A. Palmer, impress upon us the 
true nature of war. "Although at times it may be 
considered necessary, war will never be right. 11 
To conclude the service, Mr. Masterson played 
"Reveille" and "Last Post", which once more struck 
a very beautiful but mournful note deep into our 
souls . 
A Christmas assembly featured a satirical drama, 
"Reindeer on the Roof", starring a harried Martha 
Sadler, status-seeking Jim MacKenzie, Joe Bedford, 
and Donna Mockett. ln addition, the Mixed Chorus 
sang a number of traditional hymns and invited the 
student body to enter into the spirit of the carols. 
This same spirit was evident at the Carol Ser-
vice. From the stage blinked a Christmas tree. 
The many carollers were aided by the Band and 
choirs. To stress the season's ultimate meaning, 
key members of the Students' Council read the 




"/71 /" Lhee&e. 
This newly revived organization is under the very capable direction of Mr. Boughner (a 
member of the Windsor Camera Club) with Mr. Wiebe acting as staff advisor. The main objec-
tives are to teach members to take and develop better pictures. Next year when the Club is fully 
equipped, it will be a great asset to other school activities. 
AnJ Awa'J W e {Jo/ 
Although "Stratford, Ho!" was not their cry, for they were somewhat sleepy, an otherwise 
impressive gathering journeyed to that city where, with awakened interest, the members witnessed 
an excellent, somewhat unusual performance of King Lear. Who there will ever forget the vivid 
reality of Gloucester's blinding, the rope burns aroundl;'ordelia 's neck, or the pitiful state of the 
broken Lear? The return trip was enlivened by singing and passers-by. But i t must be added 
that Miss Mitchell and Mr. Hutton, as supervisors, made sure chat the fun was kept at a low pitch. 
Subsequently, Mr. Boughner directed his law students - as observers, mind you - co the 
Magistrate's Court, the Superior Court of Ontario and the County Court. Earlier, the pupils had 
learned in class some of the legal statutes and basic procedures. Now they saw them at work. At 
one stage, a considerate presiding judge interrupted the session to explain some points of tradi-
tion. All in attendance were greatly impressed by the formality of the three courts visited. 
11 T2 Machine Shop majors, under Mr. Little' s tutelage , spent an informative afternoon at 
Windsor's Border City Tool and Die Company. There they observed the various steps in the pro-
duction of dies, from the blueprint co progression die. Particularly interesting was the examining 
of the various machines , such as tl:e lathes , one of which could hold a piece of work one ton in 
weight and thirty-six inches in diameter. 
Next grade 10 and 11 Latin students travelled to the Detr.oit Ins titute of Arts where they ex-
amined relics from the Greek and Roman civilizations. Probably just as important was their ex-
posure to a medieval French chapel , an Egyptian mummy, canvasses of Rubens , and the exhibit of 
"Arrangement in Black and White" , commonly known as "Whistler's Mother" , on special loan. 
Artistic appetities were whetted. 
On Monday , March 15, a delegation of thirty students from grades ten, eleven and twelve, 
accompanied by Mr. Monteith, travelled to Grosse Pointe High School , in accordance with Inter-
national Understanding Week. 
The Essex pufils were given an opportunity to attend classes with their American hosts. 
The Rotary Club o Grosse Pointe, who sponsored the trip, provided lunch at the War Memorial. 
The following day , the roles reversed, as the Americans became the guests of Essex High 
School. They were treated to a special assembly with excellent entertainment provided by talented 
acts from the student body, as well as the Mixed Choir, Band, and Drama Club. The rest of the 
day was spent with the Grosse Pointe representatives attending classes with their Essex fr iends . 
Put/ic Speaking- Conle&l 
The junior edition of this difficult endeavour was dominated by Gwen Reeb, lOA, who ex-
plained the communistic inclinations of bees. 
"Music is a fire in whose devouring flames all earthly ills can be consumed." In this dra -
matic fashion, Jean Levy, 12A, senior winner imaginatively introduced her theme. Throughout, 
she effectively used her voice to imitate the sounds of music. 
Career ';J)a'J 
Our annual Career Day was a monumental success again this year thanks to Mr. Monteith 's 
excellent organization and selection of people of varied professions to talk to the students. The 
advantages, disadvantages , requirements , and other necessary details of each profession were 
given by the speakers. A stewardess , nurse , pilot, university student, I. B. M. official, therapist , 
and typewriter repairman were present a long with many other speakers. 
By listening to several speakers of his choice, a student can compare, and later decide on a 
career more readily. Our sincerest thanks to to Mr. Monteith for this invaluable assistance. 
-
LITERARY 
:Jlie mi:Jt'J l<oad 
The fog seemed to envelope Bill's car as he bumped along through the dusk. It was only a-
bout six o'clock; but the rolling white banks of fog had settled low along the road and already it 
seemed like night. As Bill watched the swirling layers disappear under his car, he thought of 
soft white pillows on an inviting bed. 
He had been driving all day and could scarcely keep his eyes open. For the last ten miles 
he had been looking in vain for a road sign or motel amidst the thick patches of fog. Patience 
was not oneofBill'sbetterattributes. The inconvenience of the weather annoyed him and he cursed 
it silently. 
He was greatly relieved when a dim outline loomed a short distance ahead. He left the road 
and approached the shadowy buildings. As he came closer he was able to distinguish a sign hanging 
over the archway which read "GOLDEN GATE T.NN". There did not seem to be anyone around. 
He knocked on the gates. When there was no response, he grabbed the bars and tried to bang the 
gates together. As a last resort he returned to the car and honked the horn. By this time, Bill 
was rather disconcerted. He was about to stretch out on the back seat of the car for the night 
when he noticed a white~haired old gentleman hurrying toward the gates. He was carrying a large 
golden key which he fitted into the lock. As the gates swung inward, Bill strode toward the man 
with a piqued expression on his face. He was about to utter a choleric exclamation when the man' s 
clear blue eyes met his indignant glare. The placid gaze of contentment looked out of those eyes 
and quenched Bill's angry words. 
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He held out his hand and said, "Hi, my name's Bill Brady." The hand that reached out clasp 
his was work-worn, but strong. 
"I'm the gate-keeper," he responded. "Folks call me Pete." 
For some reason, Bill took an immediate liking to the old fellow. They walked together a-
cross the yard and into the inn. 
"You can sign the register over there on the desk," his host directed, as he hung the key on 
a shiny hook. Bill took off his damp coat and walked toward the desk. He lifted the fountain pen 
from the holder and scrawled his name across the top of the page. He looked across the room, 
but Pete had disappeared. While he was waiting, Bill studies the handsome leather binding of 
the book which was embossed in gold. He flipped casually through the pages. Suddenly, one 
name caught his eye - "ABRAHAM LINCOLN, 1865". At the bottom of the same page, he read-
"HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON, 1875". 
His incredulous expression turned to a stunned awareness as Pete reappeared carrying a 
long white robe . "Yes," he said, in answer to Bill' s unspoken question, "you fell asleep at the 
wheel of your car and crashed into a cement abutment. You died instantly." 
Linda Bruner 13A 
~he Venerable Pine 
The peculiar charm and fascination tnat trees exert over many people, I had always felt from 
childhood. Few trees, however, had held for me such an attraction as did a gigantic and venerable 
yellow pine, which l discovered one autumn day while exploring the forest-covered hills near my 
aunt's home. 
A grand and impressive tree he was. Never have l seen so much individuality and so much 
character, in a tree. Although lightning had given him a bald crown, he was still a healthy 
giant, and was waving evergreen banners more than one hundred and fifteen feet above the earth. 
His massive trunk, eight feet in diameter, was covered with a thick, rough, golden-brown bark 
which was broken into irregular plates. Several of his arms were bent and broken. Altogether, 
he presented a timeworn and heroic appearance. 
l wondered if he had enjoyed the changing of seasons. l knew that he had often boomed or 
hymned in the storm or in the breeze. Many a monumental robe of snow- flowers bad he worn. 
More than a thousand times· he had beheld the earth burst into bloom amid the happy songs of 
mating birds; in summer he had worn countless crystal rain-jewels in the sunlight of the breaking 
storm. Ten thousand times he had stood silent in the lonely light of the white and mystic moon. 
Twilight was fading into darkness when l started on my journey back to the house. When l 
arrived at the top of a hill, l looked back, saw this towering giant standing out in the darkness 
as it had stood through the past ages, and felt secure in the continuity of life. 
Rose-Anne St. Louis llA 
A 9/impje o/ JJeff 
It was Hell on Earth or Earth in Hell; he did not know where he was. It was the hell of modern 
life - Monotony. 
. The flat grey plain was surrounded by a grey obscuring mist. No matter how far he wandered, 
It was always the same flat grey plain surrounded by a grey obscuring mist. There was nothing, 
absolutely nothing, to distract his mind away from the boring monotony of the flat grey plain sur-
rounded by a grey obscuring mist. 
His mind urged flight from this damnable place. He ran and ran and ran and ran and ran. 
There was nothin~ but the damnable flat grey plain surrounded by a grey obscuring mist. His 
m_ind 1:ebelled agamst this hell of grey; it collapsed und~r the eff<;>rt of trying to escape the grey. 
H1s mrnd became a frenzy: Grey, grey, grey, grey nothmg but this damnable flat grey plain sur-
rounded by a grey obscuring mist. 
In the flight tower of the international airport, just resuming its hectic pace after a shutdown 
from the fog, a man nudged his neighbour and said, "Better send an ambulance out to Runway 3; 
there is some guy out there, banging his head on the concrete." 
David Dawson 120 
J!e rJl/afheureux 
Salt and pepper sprinkled his long, wiry beard. Holes, dirt and tatters identified his clothes 
as ancient cast-offs. Never stopping he trudged down the cobble-stone street looking for a warm 
hole to crouch in, away from the onslaught of winter's ravages. 
Suddenly pounding hoofs and rumbling of a carriage warned him to hug the towering Paris 
buildings or be smashed in the narrow streets. 
Hard against the seat of the carri,age in staunch erectness sat the immaculate figure of the 
tight-lipped Terror-Robespierre. 
The old tramp shuddered and scuttled down the narrow way, terror glinting through the tears 
in his eyes. In fifty years he had withstood reigns of terror which could have been concocted 
only by man geniuses or stupid kings. But on hearing of this fanatic's impending arrival, even the 
unruly mobs scurried into their cellars like rats. 
During the Terror you didn't even have tqbe a Royalist; any rumour about a bad past gave the 
zealous Robespierre enough reason to feed you to Madame Guillotine. 
Suddenly, the old fellow halted, cocked his head and heard the staccato of marching soldiers. 
The grey beard darkened against an ever palingface. That tavern brawl! All he had wanted was a 
little wine to warm his chilled, emaciated body. Another Rhenish wine flowed hot from living re-
ceptacles in the Paris square--among whom he wished not to be. Starting, he wobbled off in haste 
in the opposite direction-- but the footsteps were still following ! He was sure now l They were 
after him. 
Was it not on All Saints ' Day five years before that he scood and jeered oaths and blasphemies 
at the passing royal coach? Beside him, in the mob, had loomed the immaculate figure of a 
Bourgeoisie who held a bleached scarf to his wrinkled nose. There was no mistaking that high 
broad forehead, those cold green eyes and feline features. 
Exhausted and warm at last in a stairway, the stooped old man paused, and relieved by 
momentary safety, made a fatal mistake. His head he laid in his arms and the angel of sleep 
crept over him. 
An eternity later he was startled into wakeness by a cutthroat in uniform. ''What are you do-
ing here old man!" growled the filthy interrogator. 
"Can't you leave a poor old man alone?" stammered the vagrant in hopefully concealed panic. 
"O, let him go, Jacques. He's harmless," grumbled another blood-smeared "soldier". 
A deep sigh shook the ancient vagabond; yet, suddenly he was drawn by an insatiable cur-
iosity to follow his former pursuers. Slowly, through winding alleys filled with foul-smelling 
garbage and slithering vermine, they eventually approached the public square of Paris. Within 
a hundred yards of that square, a constant swish, chop, and grind as the blade fell, cut and rose, 
sickened any but the hardest of rodents that creeped about in scarlet-stained tunics and breeches. 
Down in front of that audience of inhuman human creatures was a bizarre spectacle. Women, 
coarse in clothing and in countenance, sat, rocked and knitted, while counting the heads of young 
nobles of either sex. But even more horrifying was the realization that fellow countrymen and 
women who had suffered the same hunger, the same oppression, were found in the deadly lineup 
of the condemmedand for no other reason than the possession of one real or imagined flaw in their 
characters. Thus, the real criminals still slunk about like parasites, feeding on the gore of the 
scene above them and wetting their feet in the flowing red serum. 
The only pure liquid that streamed at. that moment was a river of glistening tears that 
flowed down the face of an old, impoverished and mud-speckled Man,crying for those wfio had been 
men. 
Theresa O'Neil 12A 
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A Student ~ Room 
The room bore the familiar traits of general disorder usually linked with students. The bed 
lay unmade, perhaps left in haste by the ever late scholar. The lampshade hung as limply as a 
wilted piece of lettuce, no doubt from many last nights. Clothes were flung carelessly about just 
as the wind might scatter the late leaves of summer. 
One could tell it was a girl's room because the aroma of uncapped perfume bottles emitted a 
pleasing, odd odour that might never be recaptured. The mirror was cluttered with various pic-
tures of movie stars, but the main position was reserved for the latest flame. Bobby pins, 
clips, and rollers, having served their term, were cast aside until they were once again utilized 
after the trying day had done its worst. 
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But as the eyes shifted to the desk, the more serious side of learning was shown. 
At one end of the desk sat an old study-lamp. It had been used constantly for a decade and 
now struggled valiantly to supply, through its scarred top, enough light to illuminate the some-
times tired pages of knowledge. 
Several pencils me~ndered around the base of the lamp, their gouged sides and rubberless 
bottoms revealing many long hours of intermittent frustrations and conquests by their ruler. As 
one noticed the various erasers he would assume that the frustrations had, at some times, far 
outnumbered the conquests. 
Perhaps the most noticeable articles on the desk were the books. Everywhere they sprawled 
as brilliant as beetles on a lazy summer's day. However, their tasks had not been very easy. 
The covers were as frayed and tattered as a scarecrow's garb, and the pages were as yellowed 
and fringed as a monarch butterfly's wings after a bat le with nature. Their goal in life, unlike 
the owner's, must have been fulfilled four-fold by now. . 
The desk's homey, battered legs, struggling against the years of inevitable strain, stuck out 
as ridiculously as spider's legs carrying the large cumbersome body. 
Here, therefore, was centered the mixed-up world of students. At first glance it would seem 
to be gay, carefree, and without worry. On closer inspection a small doubt may arise as one 
notices the work-worn desk where many scholars have toiled. 
Sue O'Neil 12B 
'Victor'! al (}augamefa 
The sun rose on a crisp, cool morning, the final day of reckoning for Darius m. Confidently 
Darius was waiting for the Greek advance at Gaugamela east of the Tigris river, He thought that 
this would be his victory, for his forces outnumbered the approaching Greeks. But that was a 
calamitous overestimation. 
For suddenly everything was in confusion; the foe was upon them. Alexander 's mighty forces 
flowed towards the doomed Persians, an island of men amongst the sea of Greeks. Endlessly 
the antagonists pounded upon the shores of the Persians. Behind the Persinas, swept the wings 
of cavalry on flaming-eyed horses ridden by men swinging death in their hands. 
The chariots followed the cavalry, mercilessly slaughtering the helpless Persians. The 
wine of life flowed freely as the scythe-like knives on the chariot wheels mowed through the 
enemy, Everywhere the dissected bodies of the subjugated carpeted the blood-soaked earth. 
The better trained Greek infantry hammered at the hapless Persian foot-soldiers. From behind 
the attacker's infantry, archers readied their powerful bows. Death rained down upon the Persians. 
With terror in his remorseful eyes and his lips trembling with fear, Darius sought an escape 
from the defeat which but hours ago seemed an impossibility. His glamorous battle array w_as torn 
and tattered. This intelligent and haughty adversaryof Alexander was reduced to a babblmg fool 
fleeing for his wretched life, 
As the sun set, Alexander, the victor as usual, triumphantly strolled amidst the conquered 
enemy, pondering perhaps another battle. Hanging from his hand was his singing sword, stained 
with the blood of the totally defeated Darius. 
Another dupe was added to the swelling list of Alexander's conquered. 
Larry Birch 110 
KIMBALL BUILDING SUPPLY CENTRE 
Careerd Otl,,erd .JJ.ave C1,,oden :lor me 
For as long as l can remember, my parents, my teachers or my relatives have been choosing 
careers for me. Don't get the idea that l am not grateful and flattered by their trouble, but they 
choose goals which seem to be so far out of my reach. When I seem to become interested in a 
career, someone usually presents one or more disadvantages to me; but what job doesn't have its 
ups and downs I 
Because I am a rather lazy individual, I have no set ambition, but take things as they come. 
My mother wanted me at one time to be a doctor--I can't stand the sight of blood. My father 
wanted me to choose a career herding lost souls on the Sabbath--1 subconsciously fear large 
crowds. My teachers are uncertain as to what my future should be--if they don't know, I'm lost. 
Now that l have pointed out the negative side of my personality, I shall endeavour to character-
ize the true image. For many years I have wanted to travel because I am curious. Nature lures 
me as a beautiful siren calls to a deceived mariner. As much as I find a solemn pleasure walking 
in green woods and watching carefree animals and birds, I can become absorbed in the hunt and 
can be caught up in the thrill of seeing my prey fall. Many days have found me sleeping under the 
stars, or sitting on a small wooden bridge casting pebbles into the quiet pools below. I remember 
the sunny August days that bleached my hair and darkened my skin. 
For my part, let me be close to nature where man was intended to be--whether I be a forest 
ranger or "Keeper of the Swans", I will be everlastingly happy. 
Robert Allison l lF 
ofong J!ive f/alur(,! 
The new-born dawn awakened a blaze of colour in the heavens. But on earth the sun's first 
rays fell upon a sleepy lake, still quiet and drowsy from the long chilly night. The forest that 
surrounded the almost drowned swamp proceeding from the shore was decked in full dress; each 
member held his own individual colours high in the bronze sky. An air of crisp expectation 
lingered over all, as ~he cold sharp fog hung silvery gray atop the slender cattails, like caps over 
their short "G.I. '· haircuts, protecting them from the few remaining cool hours left in the early 
dawn. Their faces reruained expressionless; they stood tall, waiting. 
Then from among the militaristic rows of cattails came the noise, distinct and clear, of 
men! Nature was not alone in her paradise, not now, not this morning, for there among the bul-
rushes were two invaders. They blended so well into the surrounding rustic brown scenery, that 
only the strong smell of tobacco, and the occasional hoarse cough destroyed their camouflage. 
Nature herself helped hide her worst enemy. 
They sat quietly in their small rented row boat with their instrument of death sitting beside 
them, glistening, sparkling in the sun's unknowing rays, shining with savage pride, grovelling in 
its own conceit. The unmerciful hunters, as they waited, had drunk all the intoxicants that they 
had hoarded aboard. Unshaven, dirty, hungry, and impatient, they sat enclosed like a fort, 
walled in by nature's soldiers, entrenched by her navy; all waited; all hoped the expected would 
not come, all but the two foreign agents. 
Far out on the horizon a dark speck appeared. The small, almost invisible blot in the youth-
ful sky expanded in a matter of minutes into a 'V'-shaped figure. All of nature watched, and 
waited, for the enemy had not yet spied the precious cargo far off being carried by the wind. 
As they flew ever closer, unaware of the danger ahead, in perfect formation, they seemed to 
think only of the quiet ].ake ahead and the bountiful breakfast they planned to have. 
The hunters furtively eyed that flight. Quckly they picked up their tools of destruction, and 
loaded them quietly. The flock of geese drew nearer. The men raised their guns. The leader 
was square in their sites. Then, he wavered, as if undecided, turned, made a startling wide sweep 
to his left, and with his faithful squadron hastily departed. For you see, just as the enemies 
raised their guns, the sun, the soul of nature, rose from a deep white cloud where she had been 
hiding and shone with all her might on the polished weapons of the spies, thus reflecting their 
danger into the yes of the leader. 
Nature was triumphant and all her world celebrated, as the silent cheers and applause rang 
out and echoed through the little lake and surrounding woods-silent only to those who did not feel 
triumphant - the men! Even the cattails in the excitement had lost their hats to a far away 
cloud. The proud sun rose higher in the warming sky on a world at peace. The enemy was con-
quered; the wind set the guardian trees at ease. 
Mary Ramsay llb 
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9/imp~e o/ fleff 
There she stood having her glimpse of hell. Thirty bored and tired faces caught, devoured, 
and digested every word spoken and every movement made by this tortured fellow man. 
Her voice cracked with every syllable as though the sun had turned her mouth to a barren 
wasteland. Her face, red with embarrassment, would twist and turn into the weirdest expressions 
as she hopefully tried to remember the next word and force it out. The large almond eyes were 
filled to the brim with salty tears and her short pug nose was constantly being blown into a much 
too wet hanky. 
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Long, stringy, damp hair clung to her neck and forehead where perspiration flowed freely. 
Tiny spider like hands twisted and tore the dirty yellow paper on which were written the much 
needed and much used notes. Farther down, fat dimpled knees shook with every breath--with 
every word. 
On she went with the endless flow of words until at last everyone was free and her five 
minutes of hell had ended, and the last speech was finally completed. 
Mary Hayman 120 
On ~eaching a W/e lo ';J)~ive 
In the days of old, when knights were bold, there was absolutely no excuse for a woman to 
know how to drive the family horse, or even now to pull the family ox-cart, as there were other 
work animals for these tasks. Even in a two-horse family, the pretty, little wife had scant time 
to take up the art. But these Utopian conditions have altered. Wives now have nothing to do ex-
cept go out and crumple a few fenders. Although most of them give up after a lawsuit or two, 
mine was more persistant. As a result, I am prepared to discuss the dangers of teaching a wife 
to drive. 
First, wait for a time when traffic is light, say 3:00 A.M. Some wives learn slowly but not 
mine; we were out of the driveway by 3:45. Please remember to put the car in neutral. If the 
back of my garage or my son's wagon (now at the dump) could talk, they would tell you the im-
portance of this simple manoeuvre. After this, reverse is located, and following long hours of 
excruciating contortions, the car backs s-1-o-w-l-y from the driveway and hopefully onto the road. 
Now, commence your blissful cruise along the open road. Of course, all wives understand 
that they are limited to half the road, but why in the name of Edsel Ford do they always take their 
half from the middle? 
Sooner or later, a corner appears. This presents a gigantic problem. A car can not round a 
corner at sixty miles per hour. Often I recall that first corner with Gertrude , the jolly faces, 
the chat with the insurance man, the living-room couch and especially those weeks of delicious 
restaurant meals. Most men find that their wives tend to land on the grass boulevard across the 
road after a turn. But have you ever gone straight at an oncoming vehicle? Don't laugh - it may 
be a serious matter. 
Even more exciting, is parallel parking. Pull up even with the car ahead and turn the wheel 
until the car is at a forty-five degree angle - to the curb, that is, not to the car across the street. 
Now back slowly, turning the wheel quickly. Be sure to mention which way to turn the wheel or 
you could possibly find yourself on your knees begging mercy of the owner of the damaged store. 
If this happens, remember to keep calm or you will have aforesaid memories of the couch and 
restaurant. Besides, parking is not that important; she can learn that later, when you are not 
present. 
Consequently, I feel women should stay at home watching television all day. In our modern 
world, we have enough problems, such as atom bombs and food shortage, without adding another 
devastating disaster. Nonetheless, if your wife insists on being adventurous , follow my lead and 
pay two hundred dollars to send her to a driving school where she can demolish someone else ' s 
car. 
Wayne Miller llA 
E:ncounter wuk nature 
l saw them at the streak of dawn 
Down by the brook to drink ' 
And in a monents's time w~re gone--
Disappeared they from the brink. 
And then up on a guarding hill, 
So high it touched a cloud 
I saw them standing, oh, so still 
They looked so elegant and proud. 
At the head of the herd stood the 
"Great White One " 
Untouched by man nor'beast, 
His silver mane shining in the gleaming sun. 
His eyes were fixed for a feast. 
Then galloping, galloping, o'er the plain, 
Each thundering hoof - just a dull roar, 
Then turning around and circling again, 
Each thundering hoof - as loud as before. 
Then they left me in utter silence, 
Still and calm as could be 
I heard not a sound of violence- -
Nothing but the whispering sea. 
It is hard 
To trust something or 
someone you do not know, 
or have never seen. 
So we love and trust 
the old and familiar; 
what we know is 
what has been. 
The soil is our cradle. 
Darlene Wagner 9D 
The ideas of childhood become our adult ways, 
The religion of our fathers underwrites our days. 
But 
The soil is dust; 
childhood ideas ·are local and relative; 
and our fathers' religion comes second-hand, 
unfulfilling 
without crust, without hope, without demand. 
Suzanne Kettles 12A 
Per11er:,il'J' of Beaut'/' 
Shimmering, glimmering, sparkling 
and shining, 
Down through the starry night 
Covering the world with white 
Downy snow falls o'er the hills, 
gently sighing. 
The pine trees bow 'neath the 
stress 
Of their weighted years. 
The glistening tears of winter 
Slide over the face of a great 
wilderness 
Smash I Crash I thundering and muttering, 
Over the hill and vale 
Shattering the still sweet air, 
Down rolls the wall of snow, 
rumbling and grumbling;; 
Tearing the virgin night, 
Sending its sleep to flight. 
Martha Sadler llA 
Common (foal 
The sea rolls, turbulent, towards 
rich earth, 
And grasps to hold the land; 
Then pulls back slowly, reluctantly, 
Its fingers from the shore; 
Lies pensive momentarily, 
And courageously tries once more. 
So too our hearts reach out for goals 
Which we shall never hold--
For perfect joy, a perfect love 
Perfection in all things--
Then ebb again in waves of thought 
To find better means. 
And when perhaps along the way, 
We tire of these dreams 
Which lure us on, and on, and on, 
Affording only glances, 
Remember the sea's eternal aim, 
To which each wave advances. 
For, like your own, its distant goals 
Seem fruitless and in vain. 
But all's not lost! Oh, can't you see, 
All beauty, all life, all purpose it 
holds, 
Are created by its endless hope 
To reach, and touch, and be. 
Judy Dicker 12A 
.Sen:,e 
Hear the groan of engines, 
Hear the olare of horns, 
Hear the trudge of men, but 
Listen to the stirrings of a stream. 
See the sagging faces, see the anxious pace, 
See the worn-out clock, but 
Observe the soar of a swallow. 
Feel the frigid walls, 
Feel the cold shoulder, 
Feel the chill breath of machines, but 
Experience the first gush of spring. 
Smell the thick soot-filled air, 
Smell the decay of government, but 
Breathe the fragrance of a pine forest. 
Taste the chunks of humble pie, 
Taste the flavourless bread of life, but 
Sip the refreshing waters of a natural spring. 
n ight 
The night surrounds me 
In all her quiet beauty. 
A soft breeze 
Skirts the cool, grassy plain 
With a whisper of hope. 
Brian Greaves 12A 
Lightning bugs 
Dance in jumbled pattern, 
Winking secrets to the stars. 
The river, 
A stream of silver, 
Glides onward to the sea. 
Moonlight 
Plays with all, 
And the stillness is a blanket. 









BACK ROW: Mr. Heenan, Doug Hazael, 
Mike Markham, Larry Cowan, Art 
Mitchell, Steve Ivanisko, Matt Sol, Dave 
Hayman, Joe Gerard, Rick Houston, 
Wesley Flood, Virgil Smith, Terry 
Roberts, Miss Whittle FRONT ROW: 
Martha Sadler, Linda MacKensie, Sue 
O'Neil, Sharon Steed, Mary Hayman, Rose 
Marie Lebert, Judy Stowe, Vickie 
Stockwell, Pat Lefebvre, Evelyn Jackson 
FRONT: Sharon Fitch LEFT TO RlGHT: 
Sue Leitch, Sue Linton, Lorna Robert, 
Lois Sweet, Donna Mockett, Rose-Anne 
St. Louis 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Moira Axcell, Sandra 
Balind, Vivie Lemming, Sheila Prince, 
Clare Caza, Diane Good burn, Tu 1 i e 
Galipeau 
Cro"" Counfr'I :Jeam 
BACK ROW: Mr. Heenan. FRONT ROW : Matt 
Bol, Dave Hayman, Allan Walls, Dave Dawson, 
Virgil Smith. 
Bo'Jj ' Voffe'Jhaff Jeam 
BACK ROW: Mr. Heenan, Bob Reeb, Terry 
Ukrainec, Matt Bol. FRONT ROW: John Bover, 
Bob Henderson, Dave Hayman, Lyle Mulcaster 
BACK ROW: Wayne Baner, Bob Batten, Rick 
Houston. SECOND ROW: Mr. Little, Gary 
Miller, John Bover, Bob Shaw, Nick Jewell. 




BACK ROW: Gladys Wass, JoAnne Grondin, Mary Hayman, Diane Bruner, Connie 
Birch, Elaine Laliberte, Marion Baltzer, Miss Whittle FRONT ROW: Marilyn 
Kobelsky, Vickie Stockwell, Sue O'Neil, Chris Smith , Linda Baldwin 
BACK ROW: Marlene Moore, Mary Ann Rosaforte, Joan Ferguson, Gwen Reeb, Miss 
Comartin, Linda Lumby, Nancy Maedel, Peggy Reeb, Laura Martin, Barbara Kettlewell 
(Manager) FRONT ROW: Lynda Mary Meloche, Elizabeth Wallace, Mary Ramsay, 
Jeannine Gagnon, Judy Smith ABSENT: Suzanne Pelchat, Ann Weller, Margaret Clare, 
J oAnne Moore 
Soccer 
BACK ROW: Robert Dawson, Glen Hooker, Raymond White, Joe Bedford, Bill Dresser, 
Vaughn Hartley, Frank Sebestyen, Murray Curtis. FRONT ROW: Gerald Ducharme, 
David Count, Ron Sudds, Frank Fekecs (CAPT.) Mr. Hill, Dale Clarkson. Tim McGuire, 
Jim Jewell. 
BACK ROW: John Bover, Bob Rupert, Ted Welch, 
Rick Barnett, Bob Croft, Dave Hayman, Rick Houston, 
Gary Tessier, Dob Habkirk, Dale Steed, SECOND ROW: 
Ken Higginbottom, Brian Fowler, Paul Dallimore, Robert 
Linton, Glen Teskey, Matt Bol, Larry Cowan, Wesley 
Flood, Jim Dell, Terry Roberts, Russ Banfill, Mr. 
Heenan, Mr. Hoffman, FRONT ROW : Bob Baylis, Allen 
Walls, Glenn Adams, Virgil Smith, Doug Banfill, l\llike 
Markham, Herb Hendricks, Johnny Johnson. 
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Senior Bo'J6 'Ba6Letbaff 
Lyle Mulcaster, Dave !-layman, Doug Francottie, Terry Roberts, Ron Sudds, Matt Bol, 
Tim McGuire, Bob Reeb, Bob Henderson, Mr. Murray, Gerry Fraser (centre), ABSENT: 
Ejay Queen, Jim Jewell (Manager). 
Junior Bo'J6 'Ba6£elbaff 
BACK ROW: · Don Crowder, Mike Markham, Lloyd Billingsley, Bill Dresser, Richard 
Vicary, Wesley Flood, John Bunn. FRONT ROW: Joe Bedford, Ron·Matlack, Terry 
Miller, Mr. Garinger, Brian Weaver, Gerry Ducharme. 
Senior (}irl ' Bajkelbaff 
Miss Whittle, L11ane rsruner, Marion Baltzer, Chris Smith, Hope Enns, Sue O'Neil, 
Vickie Stockwell, Linda Baldwin, Judy Stowe, Jill McLean, Elaine Cline. Elaine 
Laliberte, Marlene Moore, Mary O'Brien (Captain--centre) ABSENT: Gladys 
Wass (Manager) 
Junior (}irl ' Bajkelbaff 
Miss Conartin, Elisabeth DeWaal, Connie Stockwell, Bonnie Stockwell, Debby 
Stowe, Mary Ann Rosaforte, Laura Martin, Gwen Reeb, Joyce Ukrainec, Cheryl 
Brush, Vickie Amonite, Mona Rock, Dolores Horbaty (Manager) , Mary Ramsay 
(Captain--centre) ABSENT: Barbara Price 
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IJo'Jd ' Voffe'ltaf f 
Volleyball! An _awkward, ungainly game? The grace, skill and refinement of the sport re-
appeared for a ·fleetmg moment when the boys' team was organized. After many announcements 
only seven fine,. '.'fast-footed" men appeared to lead our school to glory. At the county tourna-
ment the "Magmficent Seven" defeated St. Rose and stamped out St. Ann's hopes by a crushing 
victory over them. ln the third game, after a fierce battle, Leamington nosed out a win. In 
the final match they again came through victorious crushing other hopes for the crown. When 
the day ended, our Volleyball Team ranked second. We must ne'er forget that man among men, 
the brains of the outfit, the coach, Mr. Heenan. 
:Jl..e Crodd·Countr'I meet 
The Cross- Country Meet was held last fall in Point Pelee National Park. The Essex team 
consisted of five members: Dave Hayman, who in previous years had found glories in one and 
two-mile races; Dave Dawson, who was also a long distance runner, but was sidelined last year 
with an injury; Allan Walls, track ace in short distances; Matt Bol, another long distance run-
ner; and Virgil Smith, a newcomer to the school. 
Spurred on by Coach Heenan's pep talk, the team started off with thirty other runners from 
Essex County schools. Our team placed second to the triumphant Kingsville High. But second 
place runs are nothing to scoff at, considering the fatigue and pains of a three-mile "Marathon". 
''!) Wa:J _A 90-PounJ Weakling ... " 
Look at the magnificent muscles on page 49. The weight-training club has been a complete 
success as can be seen. A rigid training programme is followed according to individual needs. 
The club's stars, John Bover and Robert Shaw, developed proportionately and had the best 
gains. Although the members are novices, the mighty results are encouraging. Keep bulging, 
biceps II 
{]irl ' Vof fe'ltaf f 
Hip! hipl hurrah! for Essex' s teams. This year's Round Robin Tournament was held early 
in November at General Amherst. Congratulations to both senior and junior teams on their ex-
cellent sportsmanship and team spirit. Though unsuccessful our girls played enthusiastically 
and skilfully against their opponents. Our school is justly proud of the fine effort put forth by 
the girls and their coaches. 
Soccer 
This year saw the revival of the Essex soccer team, coached by Mr. Hill. Totally inex-
perienced but wildly enthusiastic, we began the season. 
Mr. Hill had a hard time getting the team to use their heads; and you cam take that literal-
ly II! Even though the team was playing against fantastic odds, they made an admirable showing. 
The opposition had a tremendous advantage_ in weight over our. team. They had several 
players tipping the scales at two hundred and five J:>Ounds. Our heaviest was one h~ndred and 
ninety pounds. Everyone was bounced around at one nme or another, but put up a valiant effort. 
Coach Hill thought that the team was extremely good, especially since Amherst had four 
years' more experience. You can be proud of a team, that worked hard and played well. Good 
luck next year, fellows 111 
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'Jl,,e :Joolbaff Seajon 
The Essex Red Raiders ended their regular season's play tied for first place with Amherstburg 
and Leamington. Misfortune in the form of injuries to Paul Dallimore, Terry Roberts, and Larry 
Cowan forecast cough going for the boys in their final games. 
With Dale Steed replacing Larry Cowan as quarterback, Essex squeaked a 16-14 victory over 
Leamington to gain a playoff berth with Amherst. 
Unfortunately the boys were not quite strong enough to suppress Amherst's determined drive, 
and lost their first E.C.S.S.A. championship in four years by a thirty-point deficit. 
Mr. Heenan and Mr. Hoffman, the two fine coaches, deserve a great deal of credit for produc-
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ing another fine-cal:bre team. 
/Jo'J'j ' l?ajkelbaf f 
This yea:r, E.D. H.S. was fortunate enough to have two successful basketball teams. Mr. 
Garinger did a fine job coaching the Juniors by teaching the eight newcomers the art of the game, 
and by enri:::Ling the abilities of the others. Although they did not win their division, they ended 
a four-year losing streak. 
The SeL 1rs under the guidance of Mr. Murray won their first S.W.O.S.S. A. "A" Champion-
ship in ten yt ·:irs. The Raiders finished the regular season with seven wins and one loss . Los-
ing a heart--breaker to Leamington by two points forced a play- off. Even after losing Gerry 
Fraser, sidelined with an injured knee, Essex had no difficulty in defeating Leamington to win the 
E.C.S.S.A. title. 
However, the situation was different against Chatham, whom they faced for the S.W.O.S.S.A. 
"A" Championship. Luckily Essex overcame a five-point deficit picked up in the first game, to 
win the total series 109-106. 
The victors were defeated by the Herman Green Griffins at St. Denis Hall for the S.W. O.S.S. A. 
"AA" title. This loss ended a great season for the boys who finished with a 16- 5 record - the best 
in many years. 
A great deal of credit goes to the enthusiastic cheerleaders who not only gave their all-out 
effort at the games , but also organized the pep rallies to help boost the team's morale. 
{]ir£ ' Bajkelbaf f 
Bravo I Our girls are to be congratulated on their 1964-65 season of hard-fought, well-
played games. The senior girls, coached by Miss Whittle, tied for second place position by de-
feating General Amherst in the last two games of the season. Our junior team, under Miss 
Comartin, displayed great enthusiasm in all its games although it was unsuccessful in over-
whelming the opposition. 
3nlramuraf 
This year House League Weight Football was played in three divisions with the players ar-
ranged in teams according to weight. The light- weight (C. F . L.) winners were the Roughies. 
C-:hampions of the (N. F . L.) middle-weight were the Bisons. Lastly the (A. F. L.) heavy-weight 
champs were the Lions . Regular football rules applied and equipment was s upplied to the players. 
The Interform Basketball Schedule was arranged differently with each class submitting one 
or more teams. 9T2 was champs of the grade 9 division. Winner of the grade 10 division was 
10C3. The champion of the senior division was llD. T he boys enjoyed the games immensely. 
As for the girl s' endeavours, enthusiastic cheers rang through the gym as the intramural 
volleyball ended with the following victors; 9Cl under captain Margaret Ivanisko, lOCl under 
captain Diane Bulmer, llEF under captain Judy Stowe, 12D under captain Vickie Stockwell. 
Cheers and s houts again filled Gym A during the intramural basketball season when the fol-
lowing teams emerged as winners: lOB under captain Bonnie Stockwell, llEF under captain Judy 
Stowe, 12B under captain Sue O'Neil. 
(}'lmnaJf icJ C/utJ 
This year the gymnastics clubs were under the capable coaching of Miss Whittle and Mr. 
Krayacich. The girls practised both symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes, working mainl} 
on the apparatus and mats. The boys used the highbars, parallel bars, mats and pommel 
horse. The patience of the coaches and gymnasts, and the long hours of practice prc~:iuced 
an increasingly skilful team. 
Ontario ..Atl.. /efic J!eaderJhip Camp f 964 
Each year two grade eleven students from many schools in the province are selected by 
their Physical Education Department to attend the Ontario Athletic Leadership Camp at 
Lake Couchiching. Each camp convenes for two weeks, the girls' in July and the boys' in 
August. 
Representing Essex were Susan O'Neil and David Hayman who were chosen because of 
their outstanding leadership in school athletics. 
For four flours each day, the leaders enjoyed basketball, track and field , swimming, 
football, archery, or gymnastics. The remainder of the day was spent in discussing les-
sons , promoting leadership abilities , and having free- time fun. 
Camp Couchiching helps to compare and improve your school's physical education and 




SWEET CORN FARMS 






K&D BEAUTY SHOP 
Cottam, Ont. 
Props. 
Kay Gaff an & Donna P ettapiece 
Compliments of 
KARL'S ESSO SERVICE 
Service ls our Motto 
Essex, Ont. 
Young men attending the Canadian Services 
Coll<!ges and Canadian universities under the 
tri-service Regular Officer Training Plan (ROTP: 
train for challenging and rewarding careers as 
officers in Canada's Armed Forces. High school 
graduates of Senior Matriculation or Junior 
Matriculation standing qualify for entrance 
on a competitive basis. These young men are 
selected and will advance on one basis alone-
ON THEIR MERIT. 
For information regarding tuition, board, 
lodging, uniforms, books, instruments, 
medical and dental care, and salary, con-
sult the Navy, Army or Air Force Re-
cruiting Office in your area, or write to Ht-<~~'H 
the Director General Officer Cadets, 
Canadian Forces Headquarters, Ottawa 
4, Ont. 
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THE STUDENTS' COUNCIL 
wishes to express its gratitude and 
appreciation to the students and 
teachers who have contr ibuted of 
their time and energy to the prep-
aration and printing of the ARGUS. 








Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered 
trade marks which indentify only the prod·-
uct of Coca-Cola Ltd. 
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Compliments of 
ERIE NURSERIES GARDEN CENTRE 
Quality Nursery Products 
Since 1936 
Highway #3 Cottam 











CANADA BREAD COMPANY LIMITED 
11Home of Toastmaster11 








Fashion Centre at 
BROTHERHOOD 
where you '11 see all the latest 
Teen-Man Styles First 
1535 Ottawa St. Windsor, Ont. 
Compliments of 
SIMON'S DEPT. STORE 
776-8231 Essex, Ont. 
QUEEN MOTOR SALES 
CITIES SERVICE 






Pleasing You Means Success To Us 
ESSEX DRY CLEANERS 
776-8591 Essex, Ont. 
SCOTT FLOWERS 
#3 Highway, 2 miles east of Cottam 
Wedding, Hospital, 
and 
Funeral Flowers, Corsages 
Flowers wired Anywhere 
839- 4835 
Hugh C. Newman 
MARTIN'S DRUG STORE 
Colognes-- Perfumes 
By 




WASCO VALVE SEAT CO. LIMITED 
Machine Shop 
Repairs of all kinds 
776- 7531 "Rc::~ex, Ont. 
Compliments of 
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U IHOMAS, ONTAIIO, UHAOA 
Compliments of 
HARROW COLD STORAGE 
Lockers - Beef 
Prop. Art Ward 
Compliments of 
NEUHAUSER HATCHERIES LTD. 
Essex, Ontario 
Compliments of 
KENNEDY FUNERAL HOME 
776-7378 
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 
776-7561 
Essex, Ontario 
REAL COOL----THAT'S MILK 
DRINK MORE MILK FOR THAT 
ZIP AND ZOOM FEELING! 




Super Plenamin Vitamins 
Prescriptions 
776-8521 Essex 
BROWN'S SPORTS CENTRE 
Everything For The Sports-Minded 
Team Discounts 
We Buy - Sell - Trade Guns 
Prop. Fred Brown 776-8976 
Compliments of 
WELLER'S HARDWARE 
Shelf and fleavy Hardware 
Appliances 
776-8411 Essex, Ont. 
SUN PARLOR FEATHER FANCIERS 
breeders of 
Poultry, Pigeons & Pet Stock 
Secretary, Don Foley 
1536 Betts St. , Windsor 
STEED BROS. SERVICE 
Texaco Products 
General Repairs 
776- 8262 Essex 
Compliments of 
COTTAM COLD STORAGE 
Wholesale Meats 
Phone; 839-4744 
(Props.) John & Mary Ivanisko 
W .J. RUGGABER and SONS LTD. 





A. ROSS PLUMBING CO. 
1636 Tecumseh Rd. E., 
Windso:r, Ont. 
DISTRIBUTOR NATIONAL F'EED MIX 
GRAIN-FEED -: OAL 
CUSTOM CHOPPING 
SUPPLIES 
Essex Farmers Li:mited 
s A L E s U F a A a \\ s E R v I c E PHONE 776- 7371 
!ESSE X ONTARIO 
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CUT WAX BEANS 
WHOLE KERNEL CORN 
DARK RED KIDNEY BEANS 
'PING" (Pin,eapple-Grapefruit Drink) 
TAKE-IT-EASY 
FOODS 
FAMOUS SINCE 1861 
STOKELY-VAN CAMP OF CANADA LTD. 
ISSEl', ONTARIO 
Compliments of-------.. 
ESSEX EGG STATION 
Essex, Ont. 





776-8051 TALBOT ST. 
THOMAS CANNING COMPANY----
Makers of UTOPIA brand 
canned goods 









CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK 
OF COMMERCE 
There's room 
at the top 
at the Commerce 
You enjoy many varied career 
opportunities with the Commerce 
because of its dynamic growth 
pattern. As the bank moves ahead, 
you move ahead too. Ask for 
the free booklet "Be a Banker" 
at your nearest branch or write 
to our Personnel Division, 
25 King Street West, Toronto. 
CANADIAN IMPERIAL 
BANK OF COMMERCE 
Over 1300 branches to serve you. 
18 Talbot St. N. , Essex-G.G. Elliott 
Talbot & Gordon, Essex- C. H. Watt 




ESSEX RADIO ELECTRIC 
Television - Appliances 
Sales - Service 
Paints - Enamels 
776-7522 Essex 
COTT AM SUPERIOR STORE 
Ph. 839-4522 Cottam 
THE POPLAR INN 
Chicken or Fish 
All you can eat 
Catering to Banquets & Weddings 
839- 4885 Cottam, One. 
Courtesy of 
MAEDEL'S BEVERAGES LIMITED 
Authorized Bottlers 
of 
PEPSI-COLA ---- PURE SPRING 
776- 7364 Essex. Ontario 
Helps Build Better Bodies 
HWBRID 
e 
The well-known Lindsey llneup of hy-
brid sor1hums is now carrying this 
new Lindsey/ Funk's G-Hybrid trade-
mark. It shows the close affiliation of 
these two 1reat families of hybrids. 
The performance of Funk's G-Hybrld 
corn and Lindsey/Funk's G-Hybrid 
sor1hums has created a remarkable 
demand. Give your next year's seed 
requirements some thou1ht ri1ht 
now. That way you'll make sure you 
receive all you want of the hybrids 
you need for sprin& plantin1. 
FUNK BROS. SEED CO. OF CANADA, LTD. 
C OTTA M O NTA R I O 
VERNO N 0 , S H E P HERD 
May the hundred eyes of ARGUS 
remind us to be vigilant at 
all times. 
JAMES F. Mac PHERSON AGENCY 
All forms of insurance 
day or night 
12 Centre St., 776-8291 
Essex 
C A N ADA 
/'~ 
IIOl•SAIIS·USIX,ONt 
H. R. JOHNSTON compliments of 






GORDON TESKEY AND SONS 
Welding- - - - - - - - -Repairs 




Service Centre For 
All Your Beauty Needs 
8:00 A.M. - 6:00 P .M. 
Fri. - 6:30 P .M. 
776-8175 65 Talbot N. 
Compliments of 
ESSEX AUTO SALES LIMITED 
Essex, Ontario 
LORNE'S ESSEX B.A. 





J. C. MONTGOMERY INSURANCE 
( 45 years of service) 
Life, Fire, Automobile, and 
Liability 
839- 4881 Cottam, Ont. 






REGAL GIFT SHOP 
138 Talbot St. N. , Essex 








Prop. Ellen Brown 
Compliments of 
PECKETT ELECTRIC 
Essex 776- 8501 
WHO GETS THE BEST JOBS? 
Superior Positions Go To Those With Superior Business Training 
Since 1903 W.B.C. has been leading the way with 
Superior Business Training. What we have done for 
thousands of others we can do for you. 
Career Courses - Review Courses - Brush-up Courses 
Placement Service 
Train in the School that will do the Most for You 
Windsor Business College 
709 Ouellette Ave. , 
253-4921 
THE JONES and DAWSON INSURANCE 
AGENCY 







MICHAEL'S DEPT. STORE 
Essex, Ontario 
R. J. Service, Principal 
Compliments of 






Consider a Career In Town with 
F. GURBIN ENGINEERING & 
MANUFACTURING 
Complete Designing & Engineering 
Service 
P .0. Box 309 
776-8232 







Congratulations Argus '65 
We a:re proud to have been 
associated with Essex High 
from its very beginning. May 
the traditions of the past ever 
remain a beacon for the future. 
NAYLOR LUMBER CO. LTD. 




As An Anglican Arts College 
Co-Educational 
Affiliated with 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR 
under an agreement by which all 
instruction is given in the Univer-
sity. Also affiliated with ASSUMP -
T ION UNIVERSITY. 
Principal 
The Rev. Canon Robert S. Rayson, 
M.A., S.T .B., 0.0. 
172 Patricia Road, Windsor 
All students register in the Univer-
sity of Windsor and are encouraged 
to share in Canterbury activities. 
Canterbury shares the Department 




TALBOT ARGUS '65 
SERVICE 
Vince The Tailor 
Lubrication 




Flowers For All Occasions 
Say It With Flowers 
----Say It With Ours 
776-7201 Essex 
Sweet Corn Time Again 
CORNLAND CORNER 
Hot Buttered Sweet Corn 
R. R. #1, Essex 




FRESH PRODUCTS DAILY 
Compliments of 
PRATT HARDWARE & APPLIANCES 
''your area home hardware dealer" 
Westinghouse & Moffat 
Sales and Service 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
839- 4363 Cottam 
Compliments of 








Geddes and Hickey Essex Animal Clinic 
D. B. Rumball, B. A. , 0. D. V. W. Jones 
































Father J. A. Mackesy 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Axcell 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken MacKenzie 
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Izsak 
Mr. and Mrs. Ross C. Flood Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Flood 
Mr. and Mrs. Russ Collins 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kerr 
Mr . Frank Haas 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Collins 
Mr. and Mrs . Arthur Greaves 
Mr. Harold Voakes 
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas 
Mrs. Charles Sexton, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sexton, Jr. 
Miss Pam Sexton 
Mr. and Mrs. Konrad Haas 
Essex Auto Wreckers 
Essex Brakes and Steering Service 
Taylor's Barber Shop 
Mr. John R. Levy 
Miss Cheryl Flint 
Mr. and Mrs. F . R. Birch 
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Flint 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crisford 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Nicholson 
McBrien 's Store 
Sweet Construction 
McNaughton's Poultry 
Mr. Wilbur Thomas 
Rupert Machine Shop 
Essex Motel 
Mr. Wilfred Kobelsky 
Artistic Barber Shop 
Clear View Motel and Restaurant 
Ken Sadler's Barber Shop 
Or. C. A. Benson 
Mr. and Mrs. William Libby 
Kaufman's 
Henderson 's Hairdressing 
Shaw's Men's Wear 
Strike 'n Spare Lanes 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Shuttleworth 
Centennial Motel 
Robert's Meat Market 
Cribley's Farm Produce 
Whittal Hardware 
Prince's Jewelle:.:s 
Little Dutch Pancake House 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Coote 
Mr. James Fox 
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